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SOCIAL WHIRL DEEDS 'RECORDED MARSHAL COMING BUSINEse DEAL
Abram L. Weil & C. Buy -Out M:.
TOMORROW SEVERAL PIECES OF REAL UNITED
RIVERS
MRS.
STATES
MARSHAL
WILL GIVE THE FIRST
ESTATE WERE TRANSAshbrook's Business
GEORGE LONG COMBS
OF SERIES.
FERRED.
HERE TODAY.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

To the Public: I desire to inform
Excellent Musicale at First Chris- je- W. Snider Aged. 37 and Agnes B. He Is From Lietchfteld and Makes the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
tian Church This Evening—
Smith Aged 35, Granted License,
a Trip to Peducah to See About
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL
business and good will to the well
PAPER THAT HAS
Wedding Bans Published.
to Marry.
Naming
Deputy.
known and responsible firm of Abram EVER BEEN
OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. il'OU CAN
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them rn
PAPER
csonr nuance of your patronage. In A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING*AN
D BORD/s.R TO MATCHt.
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Mrs. Edwin A. Rivers, of South
United States Mgrshal George W. ret• ng from the business, which
I
Sixth street, entertains tomorrow been sold by Josh MicAnaneyLong, of Leitchfield, Ky., is expect- have conducted in this city for the FOR THE SICCAL.L SUM OF ONLY tiss CENTS. NICE PLAIN
FLO-afternoon at cards and also the after- Mrs. 0. L. Bryant for $400, and the ed to arrive in this city today for past 31 years,
it is but fitting that
stAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLI
deed filed for record, yesterday with The purpose of settling the
nowt following.
NG
AT
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6
Pe.
question should publicly acknowledge my inthe county clerk.
of who ethell be the West Kentucky debtedness and appreciation of
ROLL, WE WILT SELL YOU AT ONLY 'Vic
the
PER SINGLE ROL1
Lando in the Masser creek section defputer for the ntarshal's
Charity Club.
office in many favors and courtesies extended
The Charity club will tomorrow of the county has been purchased this end of the slate. He comes for me, and I take this means of express- OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
morning meet with Mrs'. Ed P. No- from L. B. Rixiolple by W. J. Cun- time especial purpose of seeing what ing my thanks and gratitude,
with a
the sentiment is, apii it is understood wish for continued prosperity and DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, zsc, moo
ble, at the Palmer. The gathering' ningham for $3,250.
gent/ye
Rock and ethers sold to M. he favors selectiteg a Paducah
wilt be held at to o'clock.
AND UP TO $loo PER SINGLE ROLL,
man, happiness for ael.
ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES,
Livingston's estate for $1 and other if satiefactiop can be
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
guaranteed.
consider
ations,
property on Clay
TO SIAT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA
Major George W. Saunders, of
Church Musicale.
NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
street in the Fountain park addition. Mayfield, has
We desire to inform all of having
been the efficint depThis evening at the First Christian • T. E. !skiver sold' to F. M..Mt- uty for many years
past, but he sent brought the business of Me. Ashbrook DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL.
church the Ladies' Aid Auxiliary will Glathery for $1, property on Clay and in ;his resignation when
several weeks and hope for a continuance of the OR AND LOVELY
entertain with a most dharming musi Potsteenth streets.
AFFRIN
GI5,D BORDERS 'PO MATCH. ALL.
ago his revolver dropped from hi: liberal patronage
accorded
him
.riTe- of many interesting features.
rear pocket and exploding sent into guaranteeingeall satisfaction and ap- COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO
HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS 11.1
Licensed to Marry.
his leg a bullet that shattered his preciation.
The clerk yesterday issued mar-, bone
Delphic Club.
JAPAN
ESE
FIBRE,
ALL
COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEand caused to set up complicaABRAM L. WEIL & CO
The Delphic club meets this morn- nage licenses to J. W. Snider, aged tions that necessitated amputation of
SIGNS
IN
ALL
NEW
PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL
in gat the Carnegie library on Ninth 37 of Graves county, and Agnes B. the limb. To nary his successor
LINE
TOUR EUROPE FREE,
Smith. aged 35 of the city; C. C
and Broadway.
the marshal for KetAucky now makes
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING,
PICTU
RE FRAMES, WINGil-bone aged 20 and Linwie Craig, a trip
to this city and it is 'expected The Courier-Joarnad to grake • Nineaged le of she city.
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKLAND
Masque Bal.
that 'fie will announce his Choice
BUILDING AN DROOFINO
A colored couple getting a license while
teen Young Women Abroad As
This evening at the Brunswick
here. '
PAPERS. ..ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE
was' Jethin Davis, aged 31 and Mary
OF SAMPLES AND
Mr. L. C. Perry, of this city, is a
dancing hall on Broadway near Wade.
Its Guests.
aged 31 of the city.
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL
candidate, as is Mr. James' Hurt, of
Fifth, the Wodinen of the Word
'TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
Murray,.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
vial give their' big masque bal, both
Nortary Public.
GIVE
YOU
THE
BEST
VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
floors over the bowling *Hey being
Postmaster David Redden, of Mur- a popt4arity contest that eclipses anyA'. E. Boyd, law student, qealified ray,
is here in the interest of Mr. thing of the kind ever promoted in
used for the accommodation of the before the clerk yesterda
y as a noHurt, while Mr. J. H. Happy and this section.
big crowd that will attend.
Briefly, the Couriertary public, he having received his
Mr.
L. C. Speight, of Mayfield, will Journal proposes tp take on a seven
commission from the governor.
come up today, it is understood, to weeks' tour abroad' nineteen young
Evening Nuptials.
work in the interest of friends. The women from Kentucky and Southern
Miss Linnie Craig and MT. Cecil
two above mentioned panties are the Indiana, alb expenses paid, from the
Gillum were married last evening at
annouriced candidates, but others day the party leaves Louisville, July
8:30 o'clock at the residence of the
may bz working quietly for the 12, until it returns to "The Old Kenbride's eister, Mrs. Joseph Vogt, of
tucky Home," August ee. To give
place.
70e Jones street. Rev. E. H. Cunall a chance the Courier-Journal has
ningham, of the Second Baptist LIBRARY TRUSTEES WILL ORMrs. E. L Whitesides, osteopath, divided Louisville and Kentutiry and
church, performed the ceremony that
DER THEM BE FORBroadway; Phones, Old 1431, Southern Indiana into eighteen dis60
9%
was followed by a charming recepWARDED.
tricts, and the most popular younss
New,
765.
tion tendered the meny friends bf
woman from eadh district is to be the
the -popular young people of the
one to make:We-tour. The nineSouth Side. Miss Estella Kelly and
BACK POLL TAX.
After The Big 1,500 Order Is Catateenth young woman is to be selected
Mr. Joseph Tacker attended the cou
logued Board Will Commence
Readers of the
in another way.
pie during the ceremony.
Ordering in Small Lots.
Former Sheriff Lee Potter Com- Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
mences Sending Out Notices,
Bans Published.
estimated that the trip alone will
At St. Francis de Sales Sundae
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,*Phis evening at the meeting of the
Today former sheriff M. Lee Potthere were published the wedding board of trustee for Carnegie li000 to say nothing of incidental and
bans of Miss Blanche Shelbourne, of brary there will be issued an order ter will drop into the mails the first other necessary expnses. There may
Wickliffe, Ky., and NIT. Frank Hill, directing the McClurg publishing batch- of the 2,5500 notices he is send- be a young woman from this section
of this city, but as yet they ;have not house of Chicago to forward here ing out to that many people of the who is a candidate for this tour.
selected the date for the nuptials, the remaining 800 volumes of the city and rural districts, notifying Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
which will °MUT sometime before 1,5oo book order given that concern them they have not paid their 1905 Ky., for a list of candidates and
poll tax. He and his former deputy
Lent.
details of the tour.
several months ago.
Mk. %Valliant Lydon, have been busy
The young lady is beautiful and
The order was for $t,800 worth of the
past two weeks grating up the
accomplished, and came here some books, which equalled 1,5oo volumes,
Ten Per Cent Broadway Investment
months ago and entered Riverside but the trustees had only 700 of these notices, preparatery to mailing them,
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
hospital training school to beoome a forwarded when the reeuisition was and now their work is finished.
business
building between First and
nurse. Several weeks ago she re- made, as they wanted that many catSecond street, lot 18x65, that will pay
Have
Put-year
Abstract
of
.
Comsigned her place and returned home alogued and placed in the racks
pany, examine Reek to your property permanently to per cent net on the
to prepatie for the wedding. She is ready for "use
by the public latfok
investment. Nothing better in Pathe daughter of Attorney Thomas The balance were forwarded. By di• New Register building.
than this for a safe busIness
ducah
Shelbourne, of that place, and very viding the order in this manner there
building investment.
popular.
is not too much heaped upon the liWhittemore Real estate Agency,
The groom -is a widely known Pa- brarian and assistant. They have
Fraetnity building. Both phone- 833
ducah boy whose friends extend con- now finished catalouging the firs.
.
gratulations.
He is engaged with consignment and will be ready for
his
brother-in-law,
Mr.
Ernest .the remainder by the time it reaches
Karnes, in the brick-making business this dity.
JIM M'DONALD DISMISSED OF
at Sixth and Boyd streets.
MURDER CHARGE
The trustees gave the order ;o McRev. Father Jansen at St. Francis Clurg and directed that the
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
supply
de .Sales Sunday also published the home make the selections,
PADUCAH WILL GIVE A
OF
it btiag
bans of Miss Laura Reitz and Mr. entrusted to the propriet
ors on act-1 Alex Travis Caught Sleeping in the BIG MASQUERADE BALL FEBClarence Graves, of this city. The court of their position being oneyellet
FLOWER'S
RUARY 6TH AT
Plumbing Shop of Mart Coulson
marriage will occur-in about three Laced them in a better
HALL OVER THE BRUNSWICK
—The Matthews Fined.
attitude to I
weeks at the Catholic parsonage. select the, works best
BOWLING ALLEY 0I4 BROAD- moromniminimr.
needed.
The bride resides on Washington made the choice from
WEAR FIFTH. JONES' BIG
WAY
juvenile and
Street and js quite a popular young fiction, and the list
FURNISHES
BOUB,L
BAND
E
shows that Or:
In the pace court yesterdayenore THE MUSIC FOR BOTH FLOORS
isdy, while the groom is the efficient most recent and
best works of the ing James Vas's. alias . MeDonakl.
PADUCAH, 10,
clerk for General Yardmastite
USED. AD- 130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Q. M. eminent authors are inchickd in the colored, was dismissed of the charge THAT WILL BE
Stonebraker, of the Illinois Central. lot.
MISSION Sus); LADIES FREE.
of murdering Cass West, colored. MASKS REgOV
ED AT t A. M
It is believed the librarian and asMcDonald 'and West were both railBe° United Today.
sistant can get the work of fixing
road negroee working for the 1. C..
Miss Agnes Smith and Mr. Wil- the books for the racks
Claim Notice.
,
ready by the and several weeks ago West took a
liam Snydere ef the St. John section last of Merch. After
holding claims against
parties
All
that
dime
the shot at McDonald, they living in adof the county, will be married this trustees will then
isoler several hun- joining houses out about Twelftl, the estate of Emily Graham, are diafternoon at .3 o'clock at St. Fran- deed books each
month and in this and Jones streets. Sometime last rected to present them to the undercis de Saks, Rev. Father Jansen manner haee always
coming in slow week West, who is thought to be a signed, properly certified to, else
officiating.
ly the best works of the
day.
little wrong mentally, disappeared. they will he barred, according 'to law.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r.
and
his railroad laneern wae found
Dance Postponed.
EDNA MAY TO WED.
lying at the edge of a creek near the
Unfit the evening of the 8th inHouse 'at Ssso.
uepot. It was, surmised by the isiffi
tam has been postponed the fiance Engagement of
Demure Actress to cers that McDonald killed him an I
New 3-room Salem avenue house,
intended for last night by the Cotil•
Millionaire Oscar Lewisohn
threw the body into the slough'for 2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
lion club at• the Palmer.
Rumored.
revenge over the shooting of *rime for $7 per month. Pays 15 per cent.
weeks ago. The ,creek was dragged. Fraternity building. Both phones 835
Chicago. Feb. 5.—Edina May,
Eagles' Minstrel.
who but non body found and McDonald
The Eagles of this city have de- is playing in "The Catch
of the
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
cided on the first 'week of next son" at the Illinois, is engaged Sea- was dismissed yesterday morning.
hard It has been learned that West sud- and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
month as ;the time for giving their and fast. It was; stated
bet night denly took a notion to leave here Porteous Bros.
. big minstrel, which they started dur- that. unkee she changes
her mind, for other parts, and left.
ing December, but at that time
called she will be married within fortySubscribe for the Daily Register.
There was given a continuance un
it off until after the holidays. Now eight hours, at the end of her
Chicago til tomorrow to John Mioore who is Delivered to your home for so cents
the caste is being made up and
engagem
ent. She 'herself refuses to
rea week.
charged with disorderly conduct.
beam!, occur eyery few nights in confirm it.
the building at Sixth and Broadwa
The man who won, where some 'Snake Wade, colored, was fined $to
y.
Mr. Joseph Deesberger, the clothier, dokee and perhaps scime princes and costs for striking and kicking
who was formerly on the stage, will failed, ;s Oscar Lewiaohn, of New Bob Crutchfield.
Alex Travis, colored, was held to
be middle man, while Charles Weille, York,, a heavy stockhokkr in metal
PADUCAH REAL EST/Al-fp. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
Will Malone, Bert Gilbert, Ross and coppl-r corporations and a mem- the grand jury on the olrarge of
INIONTHLY.PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
Houg-hland, Charles Hart, Bobbie ber of a family Wthicil is possessed breaking into the Mart Coulson
plumbing eseablishorent on Sev nth
ICENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
of a fortune of $2o.000,00o.
Caldwell and Will Braeleton will
be
Broadway.
The
negro
Gossip has coupled the names of near
end men. It will be one of the
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
largrest affairs, fever given here. The Miss May and MT. Letvisohn for works there and for some weeks rubCLOG
w. WINITTEMOILIC. Paduuse),
some weeks. Ile has followed her ber boots, tools, etc., have been
es:sact date will be 'selected later.
uoundl the country, and they have missing from the place. Early Sunbeen seen together so often that the day morning Patrolmen Terrell and
ABOLISHES THE
report furnishes only a moderate Cross caught Travis inside the house
STATE
DISPENSARY. mrprise
asleep. He claimed he lived in the
to their intimate friends.
rural districts, and being in ;town Not a drink, but a seasonabk prepSouth Carolina House Passes
Bill RECORDS
late
Saturday night just climbed aration especially adapted for coughs
IN SCHAFFER CASE
Providing for Prohibition.
STOLEN FROM OFFICER. through the back window of ibis em- and colds accompanied by fever as in
ployer's house, ends making up a La Gripp, etc.
'Coinnibie,S. C., Feb. 5.—The house
Bedford, Ind. Fib 5.-- The records fire in the stove, lay down
of representatives 'has
,to sleep.
passed the of evidence and other papers and alid did not enter
there foe the purMlorgan disipeneary bill by a
Very Palatable.
453 to 47 Thee is consider vote of mernorandi of the evidence before pose of theft.
ed to be Justice MicLahlin in Ave trial of
50t and Si. Bottles.
John Matthews w211( fined $1
the most significant legislation
- for
in this Evans' and Browning, charged with being drunk,
and Dora Matthews $5
state for many years, and it
is be- the Sehaefer murder, but acquitted and cosee fo,
being drunk and dia.
lieved the senate alisc• will pass
the for the lack of evidence, have been orderly,
neeaewe. The bill abolishes
J
the stolen front the Justice's office.
state efrestribition, with local option
to
A part of the grand jury records in
Subscribe for the Daily Rater.
countice to cetablitifr their own disthe same rase „was stolen sonic time Delivered to your
pensaries medley comity management
home for pa
& 'adopt* Its. plots *V
ago.
a weeka
& Clay Sta.. Phan I.

BALANCE OF BOOKS

Corner 3rd 8c Kentucky Ave.

millelargest Fortlloom.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the foundation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...

You can start for $1. We pay four
:
cent. compound interest:::

MISSING MAW

W.0. W.BALL

MECHANICS

and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,

--227--

Broadway,

lid

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAIM, [FINGER & CO.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

REAL EFTATE AGENCY

,Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound --441.4,4444444444-44,
AS

K. COULSON,

III I

BACON'S
DRUG STORLS.

Y;,

L1.,1111111111111
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Steam and lot Water Heating.
Mu 133.

524 Broadway.
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SALOON BOND CASE
•••••••••.•••.....m...11

JUDGE
OVERRULED
CITY'S
MOTION FOR NEW HEARING OF JONES CASE.

Defendant's Motion For New Hearing Overruled in Action of Polk
vi, Paducah Packing Company.

4
• t

•

S

•

She circuit court yesterday the
plaintiff ,asked for a new trial of the
suit of the city of Paducah against
1.. U. ',Pones. The motion was overrOetl by Judge Reed, and proba:bilitier) are the city twill now take an
appeal to the higher tribunals.
This is the action where the city,
bond
seeks to recover the $t,O
Jones gave when he was granted a
y license to run a saloon. .1'.a.c
bond stipulates that if the saloonist
violates any city law, the $1,000 shall
be paid by hien into the city treasury.
In this case Judge Reed decided in
favor of Jones, on the ground that
it was the bartender svflici kept the
place open Sunday and sold liquor,
thereby violating the Sabbath closing
ordinance, and not the owner of the
saloon.
The court ordiened, money distributed to the parties eistittied to same,
and a dismissal of the suit, in the
case of Chesterfield Harrell, against
W. F. Poe and others.
The defendant filed a motion for a
new trial' and it was overratedt in the
iction of the J. T. Polk company
against the Paducah Paskiag company. 'Defendant then appeaket. The
l'adoesh concern contracted to deliver canned goods to plaintiff, for a
certain figure, but broke the agreement. Polk then suede for damages
and got judgment.
There was dismissed the action 'of
Tensple against Warlord.
The plaintiff filed a bill of evidence
"-lint exceptionality-import of the ain
peal taken in the guit of C. W. Boswell against the Citizen's Savings
bank.
Jane Syes was given a divorce
from her husband) John Syree. and
restored to her mitien name of Jane

Wash
Away
Your
Pain

There is a surprising ignorance amongst women,on the subject of
their own functions. Nine out of ten, suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If so, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functional pain is a sign of functional
disease. It can be cured by

pleasure is, your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store.
Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.

All those bearing-cov.rn pains. headache, backaches, cramps, dizziness, etc., can be cured by Cardui.
Not only CAN, but SHOULD. To alloy them to
come back every month, is to invite loss of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad bream, poor blood—all
results' of female weakness, in young or old, can be
cured with Cardui. Try it.

WI ANSWIR ALL QUISTIONS
We want every sick woman or girl to write us fully
about her case, so we can help her. Describe plainly
what Is wrong with you, stating age, and we will send
you Free Advice, In plain, sealed envelope. All letters
strictly confidential. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,
The Chattanooga Medicine Co. Chattanooga,Tenn.

At all drug ilores in $1.00 bottles

Warren & Warren

"I COULD SCARCELY
GET AROUND"
writes Mrs. F. J.
Clarkrange, Tenn., "for pain at
say monthly periods. I had basis
ingdewn pains, head ached every
day and lay back hurt so I could
scarcely stand. I was tired and
run down, and thought I couldn't
live. Since taking Cardui, however, I have greatly improved and
feel better than I have for years.
If it were not for dardul I might
now be under the ground."

Jewelers
4thiiiroadway
J. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS

_as

THEATRICAL NOTES.

:
1 1111"111.1111.111111r
or dramatio c
vau 4
entertainments. On the contrary,
the distinctive quality of this exhibition, and- the one always dominant,
is its newness and freshness, for Mr.
Howe unceasingly discards the old
for the newer and . better, over 'and
over, while his imitators ar,e but
nursing and repairing.

For City Oisnarihip.
Yonlocrs, N. V., Feb. 5.—The
board of aldermen has- declared in.
favor of municipal ownership of the
city's lighting plant by a unanimous
vote, and the oitt's atiornet is. directed to prepare an- act of legislature
with that object in view. - The con
tracts for electric lighting are held by
the Yonkers Electric Light and Pow
et ccerripaey and expire in tong and
two. Yonkers streets are also light
fd by Welsbach gas- latup.s. Recently
Mayor Coyne refused to pay the ga.and Ins to .,es vvere sustained
by the aldermen,
,
TWENTY-FIVE INDICTMENTS.

Big selection of

records.

Woman's Relief

I

You will not swagger or
or b°ast of
your achieiements.
You will not bore people by constantly talking of yourself and your

Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Othee over Globe Bank and Trod
Co., 3o6 Broadway.

You wiiil try to make others happy•
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*,
You will not measure your civility
by people's bank accounts.
OSTEOPATH.
You will be scrupulous in yc.ur re603/
1
2 Broadway.
gard for the rights of others,
Phones, old 1431.
New, 761.

VED!

NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand

'5to\7es ar-2(1
FtirtritUre.

OUR ELECTRICAL AID

Buy anything and sell everything.
sill-saileci*Uitteet. Old phone zgaiL

MACHINE DEPARTMENT

Clem

Fransioli.

Moving wagon in connection.

" 121-123 N. FOURTH ST.

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building
Phone 1o41—Red.

foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757

Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Building, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones J.

!ncorporated.
It

Paducah

411114111451
Steam Dye Works
,First-Class
If you want 'cur clothes cleaned,
Watch Work M dyed
or repaired, take them to K. C.
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Bleich,
224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, ICY.

ii.c).mgcliaort

ird*N RAN 3i

We Offer $50400 Reward
TO* ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.

Rose psi South Third Street. / have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.

Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE
STORES.

AT

ALL

DRUG

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,

—LAWYER—

We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAPEST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu- Will practice in all courts of Kew
tucky.

cah

We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with

20

year case for Sirs

Credit to those who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.

DR. R. E. IltARIV
BROOKHILL

BUILDING.

TELEPHONE NO. 444

REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
. . We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We Snake a specialty in * repairing Fine French Clocks,
and 'English Hall Chirnt: Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice -and short
prices. Diamonds reset w.imiIe you waif. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market vahje for .same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsinn.
In connection with the best Fountain service, Zach Hayes has added

WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.

Against the Clerk of the Superior
Court ofi Cook County, Ill.
,Chicago, Feb 5. The grand jury
has returned r:vesity-fire gopstrate intiktnients against "lkohn A. IAnns cierls
•of the surierinr court of Cildle
charging him with 14ccepy, embezzlement and forisery;
Killed lsy English Walnuts.
I-Saltville, Ky., Feb.
t has do*relayed thai the dientls of Mayor
'Edward- Bishop, which oscurred at
akiettstdt, wasdirect result of
eating, too morty Elitrii.11 walnuts.
:After eatinit Ibtattily of the nuts he
otigask .gelzed with intense sickness and
iddesl inigreat agony, a few hourss later,
'c:‘:

Will bring

WINE
OF

"Bankers and Brokers."
"Ilank.ers and. Brokers" is tit.:
catchy title of the vehicle in which
those favorite comedians, Yorke and
Adams will make their initial bow to
the amusement loving public as inkl
fledged stars, appearing at The Kenducky today, matinee and night. B. ,"The Maid and the Mummy."
In Richard- Carle's musical play,
E. Forrester has surrounded them
with a capablcNompany of sixty-lye "The Maid and the Niumansi," then..
people, all iwsth a natural bent for is; a "wild" inon. While this part
a(,tni 5 have
and ffie hilarity is oisTy itiOdifed -is -Tally a•slut* ram -more
in
any
other
musifailed
it
than
in
splendid
by the sparkling music and
specialties which permeate the pro- Ca' play.
This "wild" man must at certain
duction. Particular attention has
been given to the staging of the play. intervals give one of those wild hiThe tir-t act Lakes place in a modern yip Western yells. The part looks
brokerage office on Wall street, and easy enoug't, but when it comes to
in the second art you are transported giving this, yell many a throat has
to Palm Beach, FloricV. The South- !failed. At present Frank H. Smith
Greeting Marital Ties.
ern pleasure ground is shown in all 1,4 playing the part. He takes a
its
rich tropical atmosphere and a. week off once every month in order
the
suit
in
MS C. .Miaukien fikd
to rest up this throat.
circuit court yesterday against his bevy ol pretty girls lends added in.
"The Maid and the Mummy at The
amusing
plot
scene.
An
to
he
terert
the
whom
Niaalden,
to
wife Hannah
Ken
.ioackY otilMirsoday, .Fehraory 12.
1
was married in this county, during tells of the adventure* of two He,
in
search
'of
during
-Americana,
While
him
left
brew
chims
she
lie
.1875.
Frank
Dudley Next Week Except
is
Brokers"
ism and has since refused 'o live wealth. "Bankers and
Monday.
unquestionably the one big comedy
with' him.
Dudley
and company are
Frank
hit of the year. and is making new
Took an Appeal.
friends with each succeeding per- hooked to a•ipear at The Kentucky
beginning Tuesday' night and bal1)efenelant yesterday tookk an ap- formance.
ance of the week with matinees on
peal from the quarterly court to the
Wednesday and naturday, this young
circuit court in the proceeding of W. Not Afraid of the "Scrap Heap."
M. Janes against Cheatham Hodge, A hundred years in this age of actor whose c'..ever w;:rk captivated
wherein plaintiff seek* to collect $5o cumulative progress means more all theatre-goes' nen last season
and it is with great pleasure to Paclaimed due from Itodges for selling
than a thousand in the far past. Our ducatan• to hear of his return here
got
Janes
him
for
property
fatter's
iriticadal.life is changing in every this season.
judgment in Judge Lightfoot's court
feature more swiftly•than any people
appealed
H(sisre
On this tour lir has an entirely
but
anionin.
for the
ever changed before; and in most of new rspertoire, which embraces some
to the higher tribunal in fighting the its
phenomena we are proud of it. of the most thrilling entertainments
'action.
It is a distinctive and inherent Amer produced anywhere on Ole American
scan quality that recognizes—surely stages His company, too, is new.
Take Depositions.
and intsarstly--the spirit of this pro- and every member has been careWilharn
and
lawyers J. S. Roos
Marble go over to Bowling Green, gress in new values, new methods, fully selected because of his or her
new ways of util- ability to produce those .vivid and
Ky, tomorrow en take deposition's in new inventions and
the suit of I B. Wilford against J. izing them. Lyman H. Howes mar- rttlistic idespisms and *expected from
the footlights, but who are seldom
D. Render, wherein the two see con- velous Lifeorama, which will be
testing over a $600 note they exe- at The Kentucky on Friday and Sat found. or Tuesday night ladies will
cuted while buying out a third part urday nights with matinee Saturday, hs admitted free as usual.
aptly and admirably illostratss the
net of theirs.
truth and force of American ideas,
If You Are Well Bred.
invention and progressissness. The
SAN JUAN HILL.
You will 1001 be shy or self-consuperiority of this exhibitions, are scions,
"Mayor of Santiago Suggests That particia/ly explained by the fact that
You will never indulge in illMr. Howe is no" afraid of the "scrap natured gossip.
the Historic Ground Be Given
besp"—like Carnegie in moderniiing
President's Daughter.
Yon will never forget `the respect
his mills, Mr. Howe never waits for dne to old age.
Havana, Feb. 5.--The mayor of the old to wear out, and in so doing
Yon will think of otters before
Santiago telegraphed the suggestion present the mediocre moving pictures You think of yourself.
•
that the plantation of which San
Juan Hill is a part be purchased for
Miss Alice Roosevelt's wedding present, but the matter hasi already been
turned over to the minister at Paris.
Secretary of, the Senate and Justice
O'Farrill has received assurances
from Washington that President
Roosevelt will not decline Cuba's
if for higidaughter.

•

EDISON
STANDARD,
PHONOGRAPH

Ignorant Suffering

Watches cleaned and examined
New Mainspring, best quality
Ned/ Case or llairspring
Nelv Jewels, whole or cover

75c
75c
75c
50c

up. Watch Hands
up. Watch Glasses
uck- Watch Keys
up.

IOC Up
toe up.
Sc,

a fine line of

Candy
and will continue to keep up the reputation our fountain has for magnifi-

We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.

A. POLLOCK,
Mr.'Nick AdarriLof york & Adams. io "BANKERS and BROKERS,"
at. The Kentuaty today Matinee and Night. Matinee at 2:30.
r

•

Watch Maker; Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
NEW PHONE, ri3R
,
Credit to tbo
who need it..
;

cent les Cream

Don't forget.

HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.,
TEL. 756

•

tiE REGISTER

CONTINUE SKATING CARNIVAL MEN

PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO„..•
(Incorporated)

THE MESSRS TOBEY AND
THERE WAS KILLED
HALLER MET PADUCAH
PROHIBITIVE ORDIS,
s PROMOTERS,
NANCE.

At Register Building, 5a3 Broadway.

JAMES E. WILl-irat.M, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.

Majority of Councilmen Refuse to Before Contracts Are Let Other
Agents Will Be Here—Labor
Pass Bill Fining Anyone for
People Discussed Festival.
Skating on Streets.

'By the decision of, the council at
last night's meeting Abe city authorEntered at the postoffice of Padu- ities evidence their consent for the
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. ' children ef the city to skate just
wherever they 'please on their niter
tee throughout 'the public streets
Ss:do
One Year
sidewalks. Their acquiescence
Six Months
11.
.251 the through their ballots on the
Three Months
, .10 ordinance 'brought in, and 'whkh was
One Week

THE RIVERS MINISTER DEPARTS
Cairo, 32.0; falling.
('hattanooga, 7.3; falling.
Cincinnati,. 17.4; falling.
Evansville, 17,9;
rorenee, 6.3;'falling.
)ollelsouville, to.7; falling
Louisville, 7.6; falling.
Carmel, missing.
Nashville, 12.o; falling.
Pittsburg, 2.5; falling.
'Davis Island Dam, 4.8; falling.
,St. Louis, 12.8; falling.
Mit. Vernon, 20.4; falling.
Paducah, 24.o; falling. *

REV. PINKERTON GOES TO
WILMINGTON TO START
MEETING.

Sunday School Organized by Christian Church in Mechanicsburg
Sunday With Fifty Pupijs.
-

his
retail'
lfs tor hjut, to
*Ace. it is' polities where th.c.,
tilte board ,are against adinittiug ..tint,
he being on; of the two lone Demo
erats electet last November to a
scat iti the )6i-rd.
-Memorial Fund.
Yesterdity the teachers of the pule.,
lie schools talked over with, their
411Nli the question of contributing to
.e fund beipg raised over the
State, to erect a memorial to the corns
'pose*. of "Mg 01(1 Kentucky Home."
The instructors here casually mentioned the matter -merely tboget the
e. but the proporation
formally subs
It will be
mined • to 'the
however.
,
Attendandet
ed Little.
4
t. Lich yesterday -said that the

4

Things are beginning to assume
Rev. W. at Piniserton leaves tonight for Wiiinvingtors, Ohio, where
an attiVe shame in snaking arraugehe continences a several weeks remerits for the carnival which will be
vival
nvoeting.
He preached, here
given doripg the spring by the PaduThe Inverness yesterday went to 4a..40 morning to a large crowd at
cah Carnival aseptic'
*Ant hat
the Cumberland river afar ties.
War +femur church, the First Chrisbe
giving these f
adIff May
There conies out of the Tennessee tian churele and all: were treated to
for a number of •
a most excellent sermon like those
evening at the meeting of the asso- rive‘r this morning the steamer Clyde.
to affect
She
Lays here until five o'clock tomor- always characterizing his able efforts. 5115)
ciation members at }fate* Litgoinarls
t
sino there were present represeteta- row afternoon before skipping away 1 Hatxpects to be at Wilmington until
aai
-.
:
t rtot. ainnie;
instttlh°1;tto
aaatdivnIdycicr'hiinriedaintailloftudiotIll,
the
last
that
of
e,theess'eelt,:71i,lit.
The
meataireprOvided
childeen
this
month-,
when
he
cornea
on,
her
paper
return that way.
Anyone failing to receive this
,
‘ive.s to two attraction companies
-back
here
for
several
days before
regularly should report the matter to or any other, should not skate upon wanting to furnish the different feaThe Dick: Fowler gets) out for Cairo
, going to Pittsburg, Pa., to start al were out with their sleds, going to- • .
The Register office at once. tel.. the streets, sidewalks or pulsJi tures and 3.,MUStillelits for the -*skeet at 8 o'clock this aularniag and c
, .whieds included the COreff Wonn-t.
otracted gathering.
a
phone tumberland 358,
:One was! 'Mir. T. F. Toek beck tonight about eleven. •Sa
(
at
•
ibrany, else they would be ars. of the Muttely
compute', who Pada
Todity's boat in the -Eelgoodie
Sunday Sch
Work.
arid carried before the police from St. Louis, and the- ogler waalift
..aa -../. ia ...II.,
trade is the John
Hopkins. She
While attendiug the
i Paisoe
tse;Ald **
The .bill had blanks that it. C. Hailer of the Penni coatqiirny,
gets out on her return that way im- of the Kentucky 'State
Sunday
,imit•mi .. ...f. 14*
w te to I* 'filed, designating the poi, he' coming:from St. •Paaal,.MEIb. ?At
mediate-6s after arriving here.
School association in Louisville last
a :,ao he .assesseti; against the:tit-:-• these two respective places the coniThe Richardson got away for week, Rev. W. H. Bourquin of the
tje bees for violation of the rneas- panics are now in their winter
SLIGHT CHANGES MADE TO
Tuesday Morning, Feb. 6, reefitt, ., ten. Some of the members wanted quarters waitingjilor time lo • resume Clarksvilte yesterdiay, and coming EvOirelfscal church arranged for vig- - DOOR LEADING INTO BILorous
to
coma
to
workers
of
tire
bodys
bade
tomorrow,
kaves
immedshe,
to-make the lowest fine $§, and the busiatess.
a-. •
•
LIARD H-ALL.
this ,,eity this spring and labor, to
highest Sto, .but after considerable
Say, Grover, Listen to Hairy.
Each of the representatives made iately, after arriving here.
local
arouse'
additional
interest
i*
rise
argument
the
blanks
were filled plac- propositions to the carnival people
The Richardson, got - away for
Mr. Henry Weititemnikin tapteagdi-,
ing the. mirnintim penalty. at a fine of this city, quoting the figures at Clarksville yesterday, and coming field. Ire is president of the county
jttiSetse
,
(
Apirr
a
i
rdIL
his
torial to
dl one cent, andOnaximum at $t. On which they would supply.the
back tomorrow, she leaves insure+ Sunday School association, and a Hon, Iltionits H. Duly Delivered a
most'earnest worker.
Jouprual, giving a description of this being done a vote was taken on tiorrs, After,heasing the propos
Lecture tape* Widens WoodaUraat Lately for Nashville.
, men of Artaerica—Eagles
now
he
is
the
where
ordinance
and it was defeated by for an hour or two, the association
Naples-on-the-Gulf,
The Peters.Lee gets itio Cincinnati
President
Elect
, Meet.
a
for,
ballot
and
6
of
4
against
it,
on
tomorrow
anything
towasais
shakdecided
not
there
to
do
leaves
tonight and
sojourning, gives evidence of
meeting
At
the
next
Monday
night
two
members
being abient. Those arcking die contract until the repre- her return this way.
••
ing ou his dislike for that distin-,
of the official bound for the Evangelifavoring', the adoption of the, bill sentatives of the othen concerns
down
last
went
The
Stacker
Lee
cal church, there will be elected the
guished American, ex-F4F4ldeat Gro-; were Barnett, Duvall, Hill and Oehl- come here aud submit propositions':
A t the :Mitt
Elks' buildnight bound for Memphis from Cin- president of 'the congregation to fill
vcr Cleveland, when hesays:
schlaeger, while the othets opposed Last night Mr. Lagonsarsino received einnati.
ing company,..last,• ettening at Hotel
the place made vacant by recent La.gornareitio, shange was made in
..they being. McBroom, Meyers, a message over the long dietance-tele"Rose Cleveland 14as a cottage
Coal totaling 9,476,280 tons was
Stipple, Koh), Van Meter and Wil- phone fromi Gainesscille, Texas., from shipped down stream from Pittsburg death of Mr. George Rock.
the door leading into the billiard
here. Groverughelc> come
Mir. Joseph conley, the well known during the last twelve months ending
eStOM for the new building being con ,
and try his I k. I promise to re- flatulent..
Starts Of Well.
Adducted on North Fifth street by
ceive !him wi.a, a deputation and' By ebis• it leaves the children to era-rival man who has been here Decenifr 31, tgos, according to the
Sunday
afternoon
at the old public
continue
at
Padtttheir pleasure of whirl- roan eascas. Hie informed the
never to utter a syllable about the
report of Major William L. Sibert, s'eTsool building in 411N1echallicsburg. Ibis secret order. The plans origtark. When he is not hunting or ing over the public thoroughfares to ea ne that he and ,Mr. Rice had government engineer, just prepared. them was organized 'the Sunday inally called for .sliding duur_
lead from the lobby on the first
-of the biggest casuival This is an unprecedented record. At
fishing, we call walk the beach to- their hearts' conteot.
whoa/ for the Christian church which floor to the billird quarter, but this
erns in the country, and. request- no time in the history of navigation
gother, hand.* *mei, and commune
The
the
property.
bought
has
was changed to a swinging door.
t the lecall pronsoters der aoth- on the Ohio has there been anything
ed
.me with the other of the fickleness
Expire! of Old Age.
sc000l starts off with alums fifty
This was the only alteration made.
ing towards 'letting ettiftiacts 'until to compare with this during a similar
L ,1 fortune and public opinion, comSunday there was bdried at the
pupils. while. Mr. Cherie, Clark of
While in session the company allowthere arrives here a letter Mr. Con- period. The large shipment was
. se Oakland
miserate Theodore Roosevelt, who
that etiburb is . the supe:intendent.
cemetery, Mrs,,,Elvire Mced a' great many bill, presented, for
ley 'has forwarded, Waying what he partly due to the heavy demand that
time will come, 'and, looking away 'Pure, aged 76
The mervices will be held each Sab- expenses incurred as the structure
years. who dies the has in his aggregation and naming I
>c toward the settitig sun, muse up- nigtt before of
genera! debility at the prices for Which he will supply was caused by dive institution of new bath aFternoen at 2:30 o'clock, and gee, forward. The snowfall has nein the infirmity of man and the Oaltis. Two daughteos.survive her.
factories and manufactories, and the at the initial -meeting day before yes1 the arnmernent features.
tztnptinglw.of his ambitions. Not a
fact that there was a navigable stage terday chi' edfildren were divided. off cessitated a temporary ceesaeon oi
..
Letters have been received also during almost every mouth of the
the edifice.
word shall be said to remind him of
' into closets, that were taken charge operations on
faints' the Robinson company of
l
he Star-eyed Goddess and how lie,
year.
of by the teachers. Next Sunday the
cirrnati, and the Hack concern -of the
Woodman Lecture.
lite her.
be is' a mermaid now,
details in this "regard will be fully
'the
hi
were
saying
en
Ind with the mermaids cometh only
completed and the school started' off Last evening at the aesesnbly had
tertrrepreseatativas
tY%
acnid
ty night to tread a measure upon
mooch)... It is believed that within over Walker's drug store at Fifth
here for a conference. Afteer raWY
he vastly deep!" '
the next few months it will grow to and Broadway, Hon. Thomas H.
ll
PAPERS BEING ORAWIS FOR one is heard, then- the eOriti*Ctit
Who would have thoUght that the
over too; as 'Many, children cotdd Duffy, national lecturer for the
be let, Atte set, subesonanittiene seSETTLEMENT OF HESnot
attend %neat on account of the era Woo
Woodmen of America, &livered
ild editorial warrior would be exprelectei and final arrangements
. SIG CASE
TRACTION
AND
had
weather. It is only a matter of a lecture that was heard by an apOTHER
COMending an olive branch to one who
fect4
PANIES WILL BE ASSESSED
time 'until a congregation will be or- preciative audience. winch he enias caused him so many sleepless
IN
DAY
OR
TWO.
ganized there and preaching held lightened as regards the workings of
Labor Festival.
tights? Surely the gentle Southern Court of Appeals Has Decided That
regulates* every Sunday. -The build- 'this organization.
arrangement
the
Stilday meaning
License Taxes Cannot Be Made
ing belongs to the Tenth street
ireezes have mellowed the 'heart of
.c.ortigoittee for the Central Labor
Against Certain Corporations.
Christian church.
Eagles Meet.
of
People
Entering
and
he distinguished jouehalist, and 'ye
liodai held a meeting in • Ilea bill...on tfr
ng From Room Used by the
Tomorrow.evening 11.4'irigle,„
gods, what a sight it would le• to
North Fostrtle street and tosiM lico •
The Protracted litsatialiesCounty Supervisors.
question of their carnival, which
their weekly meeting in their hall pp 7
ice Wiatterson aod Cleveland wander
Negotiations looking toward settle- the
revival services continue at
The
fully cbscussed during the several
Sixth and Broadway, at which time a
was
the First Baptist church•under the
g hand in hand along the sandy ment of the Dr. H. T. Hesaig banksession, 'but nothing definite
large
class of candidates win be is.- •
hours'
direction of Evengelist Cate. and ins
icacb, leaving to the dead past to ruptcy proceedings+ have been suc- decided Tryon. the committeemen eelThe city board of stmerviana yes'netted
into the order.
cessful, and the, paper, are feing
assistant Reirettilk The interest conjourning to hold another gatheriug terdley morning began counting up
tiny the dead. Both great men but
drawn up to chose the matter, The
tinues with irony accessions
Rogers on the Witness Stand.
far apart in their previous notions creditors have agreed to accept twen- within the next week or twri.,,,They the gratulation of the entire property
con
outside
from
propoals
assessed
for
municipal
perposes
tax
get
will
d the other. Had we trot read ty-five per cent, of their claims, in
for this year, and it will take them
teens and then consider *same:.
Say,
• •.40,
.
33st as sooa -as
(-,metirete ago of , Mr. Watters6n's full settlement, a:11,1\
until the last of this' week to arrive
get gay
iticIn't
H.
the papers are fi
eferee Bagby
candid admission in New York that
at the grand total. White Mt- nber
"And
iar
will confirm the connipromise and
Dick Holland ersanipuletes the
The whole bunch?
he had ceased to follow the customs order the litigation
wound up in his
ding
machine, the other two,
Ihdn't he punch
if the average Kentuckian as pictur- court Where it lras been pending for
QUESTION
WILL
BE
THAT
Messrs: Eli Boone and
G. Cat&
The
dignity of *the law
,he
past
eighteen mon th
ul by people abroad, we might have
The
SETTLED THIS EVENING
wefl#call the figures off tohinn showIn the jaw
RY TRUSTEES.
Felt some surprise at his -allusion of bankrupt's mother has large nclaims MRS. WHEAT LEAVES niter ing the valuation placed on every
And give a the humorous haw
againat him of a priority nature, and
piece of realty and lot of personalty.
>ermitting good old Grover to go on
WITH
haw?
OF
MAY
WEEK
the creditors figured that aftei her
They got down into the "C's" yesREMAINS.
• Ain't he the goods on the stand?
t fishing jaunt alone, for we imagine debts are allowed they will get about
terday and are rushing this work Memorial Fund Proposition Being
And doesn't he hand
hat delightful pasttime to not only ae per rant.„tlierefore sett le sisithou t
Talked Over With Scholars—Snow
through.
Out the "jolly" brand
of
th
.
genii
continuation
e
through
ic •onducive towards walking the
Did Not Affect Attendance.
Yesterday the supervisors agreed
To his itgnisitors
Mrs. Smith's Remains Consigned to
'tieach 'hand in, hand, but rather arm long-drawn-out litigation.
regard.,
the
certain
am
extent,
to
a
For the entertainment of )isteati?lemporary Vault Yesterday.-aseteentrent to be put upou the •oieet
:n arm. Nay, more, to cling about
me, oh my,
0%
Quarterly Coult.
•
cal', electric light, gas and steam
The school board meets in regular
Ain't he fly
ine another's neck.
Hey, thkre,
Yesterday morning _Fudge Lightheating concerns, all of which are session this evening at the Washing.
And sly?
.,rover, Henry's come up with the foot convened his quarterly, court,
Yesterday .morning Mr. Jesse ll. controlled by Stone & ,Webster comton building on West Broadway, Can they outflank
and
will
every
day
of
this
week
try
his
from
Moss, received a letter
lean thing. It's up to you.
pany of Boston. The'valuation will and contrary reports will be brought
Hank?
the different actions before him. The 'brother, Dr. Thomas Mioss of Vigor(
I
be between $300,000 and $3ao,00n. but in about the eligibility of Trustee
first day he devotes to naming the llocus Sur, Phitippine Islands, wherethe supervisors will not state the William Byrd. the Democrat of the
The Sun is as badly mistaken 'dates on Which be will grant hearings
lie's it
in the letter said that his sister, Mrs. exact figure, het they are subject to
fifth ward, who some of the Republis _As a wittbout the nutuicipal•ownership idea of the respective suits.
Marie 'Moss 'Wheat, would sail from change. They will settle the point
cane are trying to oust. The comNess, and say.
t: Padueal as it was about the demthere during the first week of May. though, as by that sirrre they' will be
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mit/tee selectedlto -look into the quesSizing up the ea-triunity teaserDrawing
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Answer.
father,
remains
of
their
late
with
the
)erats not bring allowed to fill the
down to the 0-Pre- with their reran- tion of his ellity will report that
Among our modern Caesars,
j-lon. Hal Corbett yesterday for Major Thomas E. Moss, for parpote
iffices .4.iie.wiiiilaAhey were legally
vass, and as the concerns are, all, lie is
.'&squat/AM becalase he is
II. H. Rogers.defendant drew tip the answer to the of bringing them to this city for inlectedanIllte'g` just teemed with divorce suit Ada. Mkrritt has filed in terment fin Oak Grove cemetery be- know as the "Paducah Traction elm- duptity county clerk for ten weeks,
Is the king of- Dodger,
pany" etc., and some conclusion .aas to wait on and act Re clerk of the
And what Measouri
pinions of '"prominent attorneys" the circuit court against her husband sidle his wife who preceded him to
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'ii in December was .not legal, but
of adding. Today the board expects cision rin the ground that any person
Almighty slim,
lived together for thirty years. and the corpse will get hetc the middle of
to settle the valuation to be placed on cannot hold two poblic offices at the
vc noticed that the Stui never did he strongly denies the allegation of
Lee?
June, as it takes about six weeks to the telephone companies, as the manmule tinse. Despite this report of Gee,
rive the • names:'of those prominent p!aintiff as to his cruelty, et.
make the trip. The letter written by *ere of three plants were before the committee,111 report from the city
IlfitabH—1 M-11—, and
ntorneys. If it bad, the identity of
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that in his
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Paducah.
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Affects
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` —New York Press.
since.
ever
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The county supervisors
aren known. It was quite amusing
but eligible to take his seat.
The decision of the appellate Court
hearing complaints yesterday and all -Some of the trustees have ex- 'Mite, Jane Skeffington; of
k the public 'to 'watch the antics of of this state that telegraph, telephone
DyersLast Sod Tribute.
day long there was a stream of peo- pressed their determination to !sit:- burg, Tenn.., returned
and
have
express
companies
do
not
the Sun:
l,me yester.
Yesterday afternoon many friends ple going in and coming out of the to unseat Mr. Byrd anyhow, while,
to pay a license tax, affects the com.• .
.
attendedl the funeral, Fcrvices of the room, offering to ttre supervisors the orhere -say they will cast their day after visiting Mrs. George Flour
t
panies doing that character of businoy.
. Pi month ago the Sun was very
Mary E. Smith, despite the arguments intended to show why
ness in thin oity, and sets at rest ell bate Ws.
unfavorably conditions outside, The there alionki not be the increases
positiveothat the democratie eletted controvereitiev of this nature.
ccnteigoe44 to rest in the made in the aseessiment of the
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be
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<Nee the state.
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cries on his Front poet,. able ah compared to other counties,
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Attorney Arthur Martin returned. awakened by
business in-order toaget,ao patronize from Ne* "York and Washington 'end going out, found a 6 dirold (aid all of which furnish revenue to the
baby lying in a half hush-el bitaltet, state trough tnedinmt of taxes. •
hing.—Paducah Sun.
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The city,' so _ far.. a,
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Miss Elizabeth pallam, of St.,
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Biggest Stork --Sa-1)ti.1.sfw.action Guaranteed
Lowest Prices
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
•

Only Excilisive Furniture Dealers

BOTH PHONES ya

SALES ROOMS 14-118-307-2* SOUTH THIRD
STREET.

ROOF ABLAZE COUNCIL MEETING
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RUIN THE PICTURES. HUNTING BIG EGGS.

RECREATION HOURS'

PRUDENT PERCY:

JAMES AM) AGATHA.

FINE TRAINS

PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WitEli HOW THE COLLBCTOR
Fathers and mothers who knew him
GETS AND
BY BARRY PAIN.
said: "There are not many young
CAXE2:A IS WORKING.
,
PRESE
RVES
HIS
SPECI
MENS.
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WICICH
--men like Percy Widget', that's a-fact
James, as you May already have
TO AMUSE.
IL would he a good thing if there were.
guessed, was Ns very conscientious
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mov- It I. Necessary to Have
Outfits as There's a young fellow that has souls young man. As a
boy he had beee
sense."
ing Picture Artists Are DisExtenaive as Those of Hunters
Clever Scheme for Place-Cards-Unknown at cricket to dispute the deciHe
certainl
y
had
turbed and Rendered
some sense,. Lots
of Big Game-Some Parusual Way to Arrange Partners
of -it, in tact- Oool, aelf-galiant, and sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
Useless.
deniers
.
at infer:alai Eeeniag A1
with a judgment beyond his yews. His the ordinary social lies were repellent
to him. He never traveled in a cleat.
Pretty Table at a Birth"Our work is sometimes seriously
parents
were often onagratula
eau superior to
Thotte who think deer or mountain
that for which he ha6
day Party.
Percy's good, practical qualities. His
Interfered wit Ii by the buttirehis, and lion hunting to be hard work
ought to
taken his ticket. He never did.anY then again ths re are times when their try hunting hawks' nests for awhile employer congratulated himself. Not
•
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
a bad habit to his name, industrious thing which was not extremely careslamming in lielps us," said the man- and get a taste of the really strenuo
us
ful and conspicuously honest.
With
and careful.
Nearly every town of any alga has ager of a mov.iag picture concern, who life. Hawks nest all
over the world,
Such a character, there was only one
its oval individual postzls, and in this himeelf frames up the incldests and from the equator to the far north;
"The girl who gets Percy will be
they
thing that the young man weld ultiday and generation everyone is the re- supervises the taking of the pictures. make up one of the
largest and most lucky," said the mothers.
mately become.
cipient of many of these charming re- "It is impossil :e to guard against the widely known of any
Some
of
the daughters sniffed, ottof the bird fam"Florida I.imited"-Leaving, LouisShortly after be became a reefewei
ers sighed.
minders of travel, both at home and folks with the butting-in habit, for ilies.
To them belong'the great bald
of fiction for tie Daily Record It halo vine at 8 a. no daily connects at
abroaa. Something origitial in the way when they see anything unusual com- eagles
"Bough
t
three
blocks of the subdiand the tiny sparrow hawks
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha Danvilile, Ky., with solid train of.
of entertaining . for either dinner, ing off on the street or in any public everyon knows.
e
But their habits are vision from Wheeler," said the fathers. had-it a compara
and
vestibuled
tively early age bees Pullman sleepers
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by place their natural busybody instinct
"That
boy
is
going
to
make
money.
all different, so that methods which
Chatta
coaches
left
via
an
nooga
and
Atlanta,
orphan.
As
her
educati
the hostess when she planned this af- takes hold of them, and they're bound
Pretty
was
on
hard-headed young chap, I tell
will result in the finding of one hawk's
fair:'
to nudge up and take a hand in the next, says the Los Angeles Times, will Yen. He'll have it paid for in • year defective, and as she did not like arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o a.
children, there was only one thins in. and St. Augustine to a. m. neat
Th_ rooms were decorated with post- proceedings.
take the hunter directly by the home or two"
day, without, change.
Dining car
als fastened together by holes punched
Pre bad it paid for in a year or two. that Agatha could betome.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago of another species. The little sparrow
It was skorUp-after Agatha had be serves all meals en route.
in the corners and ribbons run through
fixed up a ooraewhipping scene. hawk lays its eggs in a hollow tree, andthe subdivision began to build up
come governess that she and Jamei
"Florida Special"- Leaving Louis-4
them. Panels were formed in thie The first part o' the set was
easy while the eagle builds a bulky nest of It was a shrewd investment for a
met. Her face was wholeeome ane vine 7:45 p. m., carries' observation
way and made a most effective decora- enough to get
It was a see& in a all sorts of sticks and places it in the young MUUL
tion. Cards were stuck in picture restaurant, in which a pretty girl, very tiptop
"Well," said some of the mothers practical, rather than beautiful. Foi sleeper daily except Sutidaot:, Louisof the highest available
iramu, placed on tables, on the man- seated a a table a little distance
his ville to St. Augustine, without
to
Mrs. Widger, "I suppose Percy will some weeks he never told
tree.
awe,'
love.
Then
tels and every spot where they would from another tatile at which a frolicone
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
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hei
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he
be
bringin
g
you
home a nice little
The hawk hunter-who, by the way,
to hear an oratorio. It may have beer arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.P
atteact attention. These cards were some man with a homely wife is
(lin- calls himself an "oologist"-takes with daughter-in-law some of these fine
the effect of the mush', or of the ter rb. and St. Augustine at to p. rn.
topics of conversation which was very ing. falls to maklea goo-goo
eyes al him ag much of an outfit as wouldoa days."
animated. "Do you remember?" and the man.
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widget. and buns at the A B C shop afterward next day. From Danville this is
deer bunter. First of all, he wears a
**that reminds me" were exprrsions
"The second scene, in' which I ar: suit of duck or khaki, lemot, or, prefer- with a sigh. "I tell him it's time he or of the long drive to Kilburn ttirougl solid train of drawing room sleepers,
beard on all sides.,
ranged to have the horsewhipping take ably, forest green in color, and instead was looking about him, but he seems London's romantic dusk. The tact re cohiposite car, observation car. etc.
mains that when they climbed ep or Dining car serves
Invitations were sent oat on local place, took place outside tee
all meals en route.,
restau- of the usual heavy shoes of a huoter, Quite satisfied to be at home as yet.
the
aouvenir cards. Then for "place cards" rant. We'd got police permission
omnibus be called her Miss Brown
I
think
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Puilbe
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be
his eyes open,
to light leather creations which yield to
at this luncheon the
. hostess had take the pictures, and I had two or every movement of the foot and cling but he says he doesn't intend to marry and when they parted at the end of the man sleelier leaves Louisville
St 7:43
Journey he called her Agatha.
mailed cards to each guest, ten in three men stationed in front
H. p. in. daily, running throug
of the is tenaciously to the bark of trees as until he s 30. He's 24 now, so he's
h to
number, addressing them to her own restaurant to keep the crowd
treasur
ed
the
oratori
progra
o
mme,
ilit4 Knoxville, where connection is
back would the barefoot. To aid him in got six :ears to make his choice."
made
house number. By these they founi while the phony horsewhipping
met
her
frequently. One night there at 9:35 a.
"He'll make • good one when
was. in climbing still farther, be carries a
m. with through skeper
ha was en air of mystery about
their plates at the table. Eh one proghess.
her.
makes
IL"
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Copair of the "climbers" used by telewas asked to come prepared to rolat.
"When everything was all set and phorse and telegraph linemen. Added
"Yea, I believe be will. I've beard "Shortly," she said, "you will see me lumbia and Savannah,
arriving at
some incident of travel, either "hu t' e p.ehine was 'mapping
away at the to this is a tin box having straps on of somethey-1 believe -it was Franklin In a new light, James."
Jacksonville at p a. m.
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A trim
"I
would
not have you different,"
wife laying the lash across each end so that it may be easily car- -who said he chose his wife as he did
vote was taken as to the best story the f
and shoulders of the flirta- ried, and in which the eggs are care- his coat, for her wearing qualities odd James. This was quite the right
In each class, souvenirs were awarded tious gi --the lash
Percy is always particular about his thing to say, as be had mesa it in a
looked like rattan, fully packed in cotton.
Inexpensive articles which the hostess but it was a phony,
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled clothes. He likes to be neatly dressed, book.
and didn't hurt
Geoid returning until May ate%
had collected with this party in tutted at all-our trouble
,or
"East side of Waterloo bridge, about now on
canybn, the modern hawker strikes out but he never buys a suit because the
s began.
sale at low rates.
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta"First a big vannigan of a man carefully, treading as silently as any pattern happens to be pretty. He tries six to-morrow," said Agatha.
ble linen came from Ireland.
slammed in and grabbed my homely deer hunter, searching the skies fre- this sample aad that, and makes aura
"Right," said James, lie would ther
The menii consisted of grape fruit, woman by
her lash-wielding arm, quently with a field glass for the great that every thread In it is good wool, Dave kissed her, but refrained !rare
creamed potatoes served...1a ramakina, -bawlãa.g thathe distal betters in see- birdie he- seeks. Hawke • eagles and and that-ii---111--properly dyed soot the publicity venteh would have-attande
via Asheville and-11..an4
whole wheat brew!, cherry salad made ing not
woman stingine another wom- most of the owls nest in early spring. woven, and then brings it to me to see ed the act.
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
by replacing the pits of California an lfke that,
and .oat queered one set from the first of February to the end what I think lef it."
The next morning thee was brougn! and returning via Atlanta
din ries with hazel nuts, serving it on of films.
and Ghat"How sweet!
The. machine had to be of May, so that the collector must be
And you think he to his rooms a large parcel of novels tanooga or vice
bead lettuce leaves
versa.
th a rich may- stopped while the big
afield early in order to get eggs in will select his wife the same way? from the Daily Record.
buttins
ki
was
He groaned
For the "Land of the Sky." "Winonnaise dreseing. :tn cheese wafers; bring
informed that the thing was which incubation has not commenced You must look up some samples for because that meant work,and even the ter
Homes,' rather handsomely ilIce cream was served In halves of can- orly a
tableau, and that he didn't He scans the tops of trees or such him."
reading of novels is not pleasant ii lustrated booklets,
teloo * with small cakes. The bon- bc!ong
folders, rates. etc.,
likely places as he knows and, tindiag
to the picture.
Mrs. Widger had thought of that you happen to be paid for it.
lie address any agent of
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
the Southern
"lie took the gibes of the crowd sour- some great bulk of sticks looming She oonsulted Percy as to his prefer- would have groanea
still more if the Railway or C. H.
the almonds in miniature band-boxes, ly.
Hunger
ford, D.
at that, and looked to be in so darkly against the sun, he lays down ences in that sort of goods.
books had not come, because that P. A.,
which the guests were 'given for faLouisville, IC,., G. B. Allen.
much of a mind to kick our gear to bis paraphennalla and ascends the tree
"Well,"
said
Percy,
in
his
matterwould
have
meant
wan,
DO
work,
and
vors. Iced tea wag the beverage, with
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
pieces that I hat to get a cop to walk -If the hawk be one of the large specie, of-fact way, "I always thought I of work would
have made sundry re Rimier/us,
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
G. P. A.. Q. & C.
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on the should Itte my wife to be a brunette mivatic
him down the street.
possibilities more remote. As Route,
in it
Cincinnati, 0.
'When we got all set again and the trunk of the tree will usually send the as I'm such a towhead. I think op- It was, they had arrange
d to be mar
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl nesting bird in screaming flight frow posites should marry. But tempera- tied next year in the sweet spring
her
home.
With
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
the smaller hawks ments should, of course, be ;pupa- time. Quite quietly. Bride
waa once more going on a scrawny
in brow?
Here Is a pretty way to amuse one hatchet-faced woman, who bad just' this test does not apply, but the as Mega. I mean to satisfy myself very cloth. Honeymoon of sevea
days at
child, or any number of children. jcined the outer circle of the crowd, pertenced hawker rarely climbs to a carefully that the woman I marry Is Littlehampton.
nest
from which no bird can be la congenial In tastes and habits.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan- aid who wasn't up to what was comI
He tore his mind away from romance
ket, or any soft material that will irg off, rushed into the scene with a dueed to fly.
mean I want a sensible, well-balanced in real life
and settled down to ro
11. 4
Once
secured
and
brought safely art, and a well-educated girl. Whoa
make A soft pad. Then procure little shriek, grabbed my two acting women
mance as it is written, and the Yen
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called by the hair, and started in to rough- home, the next thing for the "oologistO I say well educated I don't mean merefirst volume that he picked up wai
"Mulch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes house them both for their 'indecency to do is to preserve the eggs. This hi !, one who has been through Girton o•
entitled
"A Love of Other Days," b/
The Illinois Central maintains cloy- •
and several bolts of ba
ribbon-the In fighting on the street,' as she yelled does by drilling a avail hole in en, Vassar or Wellesley only, because she Agatha Brown. This
was the neu ble daily service, and operate
penny-a-yard quality will do.
at them. The machine had to be tilde of the egg and retnoving the eon might be very brilliant intellectually,
s tht.
fight in which Agatha was to ap
tents by means of a blowpipe. Instru and be a very incapab
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon. stopped again.
le housekeeper. pear. She had written a novel, and best of trains, with Diniag Cars, Butfet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
"The incident as I had framed it ments are manufactured for this par ( think inure unhappiness in married
was to review it. Ile wondered if Sleeping
Cars, Frost Chicage, St.
course It will get wet, but it looks tie didn't call for anything like that pose, and many are o: intricate make life comes through slipshod house- be
the,editor of the Daily Record would
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill I had It arranged that after the whip- for wie when the eggs are valuable keeping than any other cause. I want
Louis.
Cane nnati and Louisville
Stand
an
entire
column
about an un- read for reachin
the bowls with a mixture made from p'ng had proceeded for a space the and so far incubated as to be unsay my wife to be strong, healthy and
g the Winter Toterknown genius. James almost regret. 1st
able with the unaided blowpipe good-tempered.
boiling shaved castlie "Soap with water; gelity husband of the homely
resorts of the South, including
But
then
I've got lots ted that he had discovered three unwife When the
eggs are emptied of thedi of tame. Its not a thing
to every pint of this liquid add one was to rush in and attempt to
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
I should do known geniuses the week before;
sep contents,
it Gulfport, Mins.,
they are thoroughly dries? hastily or without
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula arate the two women, when his
due
Hammond, La.
conside
ration
wife with hot air
was likely to spoil the market.
and then laid carefuM) Ws a serious matter, choosin
always produces the largest and moat wes to turn on him with the lash,
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
g a partcans away In trays
He noticed the name of the publish- 27,
of cornmeal to becoms ner for life."
gorgeous bubbles imaginable.
'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
lag him to skiddoo down the street
ers with regret Agatha would have
Offer prizes for the bubbles lasting The girl with the goo-goo eyes was to entirely dry in rase the air has le't'
coast resort liming the new, fise
"You don't say anything about her
the longest; for the one with the most seize the whip from the other wom. any drops of moisture. In a day 03 looks." said Mrs. Widger, with a enffie done better to have consulted him "Great Southern" Hotel.
Regular
Then he read the book and buried. We
two they are placed in their final nest
vivid coloring, and for the one largest an's hands and start in to get
"Well," said Percy, "I don't want
ocean steamship peelings from New
hank
In circumference. By the way, grown for the cutting she'd received, the of ootton in the drawer of a cabine' her too good-looking. She receives so face in his hands, for that novel by Orleans for
Mexico, Central AmeriAgatha Brown was about the most
where many other hawks' eggs have
people have been known to Indulge In scene ending hp that way."
much attention that she doesn't think
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
putrid
thing
action
in
precede
that
Lad
pold them. Each collection is cat It necessa
"soap-bubble parties" with great satry to pay any attention to luted his chambe
alogued, and the eggs are marked with
rs for the last 18 Send or call for descriptive matter
isfaction. They may be blown or
others.
I've
found
that
to
be
the
case
DETHRONING OF ALCOHOL a known symbol, so that not only mas
months. It was wrong everywhere; it in regard to the above.
fanned about the room, and it is a
with the girls around here. You must
was
wreeg all through. There is so
each set be distinguished .from all the
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them Being Brought 'About
Harass Via New Orleans,
have been an exception to that rule,
by the Mod. others, but each species
worse thing on earth than a bad his.
may also be mother."
In the air at the same time.
ern Spirit of Scientific
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
Sorical novel, and this was a very bad
known by a glance at the egg and
Mrs. Widgie said, she had always historical sovel.
Research.
the Illinois Central through service
without reference to the printed cat&
known how sensible Percy was, but
An entertainment which furnishes
Hare, then, was the eosillot between to New Orleans and the new oceasf
MVO&
Another potent factor in the dethron
amuseinent for a young people's sociMany thousands of dollars' worth of that little talk was an immense re- love and duty
Duty was scratched. liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
•
lief to her, after all.
ety or club is a$ corn party. Invite- big of alcohol has beeii the spirit oi hawks' and
and lave walked ever. By the evening
other birds' eggs pass anS. S. Prince Arthur
About a week after that Percy as he bad writtea a
tots were Issued and everyone won- scientific research of recent years, say, nually through
column hailing Agatha leaving
the malls of this coin
New Orleans every Wednesasked to a little party of young people Brows as
dered what the affair could be. "Do an Open Letter, in Century. In the try. They
the greatest genius that the
are sent In exchange beday at 4:00 p. in. and arriving at
we eat it, pop it, or what?" No satin- great laboratories scientists have been tween collecto
at Bannon's.
Della Sanson was a country had yet seen. But his
rs living in widely sepheart Havana at
factory replies were given; those in carefully studying the effects of Co> arated parts
nice girl, and her brother, Duke, was
;poetise Friday morning.
was broken. Per once he had not been
of America, and many
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
the secret kept the facts to themselves, belie liquors upon the various organs come from
fellow. Percy decided to go.
nice
conscientious. He mould not live with
Europe, where the study of
so all the expectant guests could do of the bay. and. although they differ is birds' eggs
Daily Sleeping Car without change
When the maid opened the door for that stain upon his soul
and .he sport of collecting
So he detertheir conclusions upan some points, the them
was to wait and see.
have been developed to a much him two girls were running down the mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo Chicago to HA Springs, witb conWhen the date arrived, the rooms result is that those physicians who have greater
nections at Memphis from Cincinn
stairs, hand in hand. One was Delln bridge, take oile tong,
extent than here,'
ati
last farewell.
were found decorated with ears of red most closely followed these investtga
Season
and
the
other
and
,
Louisville..
•
and then send off the review and corn.
A now merlin found only in the
and white corn; they hung as a frieze thous have, almost or entirely, abjures: norther
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
"Jessie." sald Della. "let rime Intro- wit suicide. Agatha was a little
n part of Canada during the
late
from grill-work, from gas jets, and alcoholics as a necessary part of thee;
breeding season lays an egg worth $16 :lime Mr. Widger. Percy. this is my Par her appointment, and looked very Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
portieres were made from eorn ker- therapeutic outfit.
dearest. friend. Miss- Straka."
These elaborate tcOits fortunate
south to New Orleans. The best
pleased with Derrell.
finder; and not only very
nels strung on a heavy thread. The studies of alcohol have convinced mane this,
Percy saw a slim, in ifact, rather
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At"Well?" she said.
but the merlin usually lays some
kernele were first soaked in lye tc that the nourishing and strengthening three
la nta.
to five eggs in every nest, so waspy young woman Stith a pile of
"Why
did
you
not
confide
In
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol.
soften for the peedle.
that a "set" (as the full number of yellow hair and big blue elm; that had
Mexico, California.
asked, gently. "Why did yolume?"h. not
A Ong booklet tilled with ears of lea existed only in the Imagination, and eggs
laid by a bad is called) may be the tistest appealing look imagir.alee tall nee you had written a book! PosSpecial
Tours of Mexico and Calicorm each tied at the large end w'rn belong to the errors of an age which hese
worth a neat sum to the hawker who until she smiled, and then they were sibly my practiced judgment might fornia via the Illinois
Central and
ribbon, were pacsed to each guest with no facilities for accurate observation
finds it. But it is not for money that rather mischievous in their expression. have---"
New Orleans under the auspices
the request to count„the kernels The food qualities of the grains and ruost
Cii„,
She
put
hand.
out
Percy's
a
and
pulp-,
of these men who have taken up
"What' cu earth are you talking Raymond & Whitcomb, will
Wooden plates were iurnished 01 fruits. it is now believed by many ate
Iota
this kind of sport go out; many of as its took it made 30 boats above at:.
about? I've not written any book. ; Chicago Fridays, Feb. zned and
which to put the shelled corn.. Aftee thorities. are destroyed in the process ot
Feb.
them are independently -rich, other* oral.
-shouldn't be so silty."
33rd, for Mexico and California,
all had finished enunting a memoran- making alcoholic drinks.
Even the are in lucrative position
the
Of:You're just in time," said Miss
s,
"Then somebody else with
but they
your last to include a stop-ovee at New
dum was taken, then the contents ol stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
take it up as a means of getting oat Stralen. ,"We're going into the kitch- mune has,"
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
each plate were emptied into a large are denied by many. who class it ninon;
into the world of the wild, and bring en, and -I'm going to. make fudges. I
"Has she? What. cheek!" sae sent trips made in special
howl, which was conspicuouely placed the narcotics beoause of its depressant
private vestihome the eggs as souvenirs of theft can't boti water without burning R. looked at...lames somewh
at inquiring- bule trains of finest Pullmans,
in the hall, and each person requosted effect
but I can make fudges. Can't I, ty. He had
tripe. In time this has grown to
wits
an uneasy sense that she 'dining car service.
be
to guess the number of grains of corn
Fascinating trips
[Jolla."
a regular study, until novi almost
wile expecting him to say something, complete in every
an
in the bowl. A record was kept of When Game Was Cheap in Kansas
detail.
. the large
Then had a jolty time In the kitch- and that
he was not saying It.
each guest, lAn account' was taken
Even as late as Me and lliS7 yeti- devoted museums have a department
Illinois Central
NVeekly
would
have
it
is,
been
en-that
jolly
exclusiv
it
Excurely
to
the
study
of the
"Well," he said, "what did you !lions to California.
and the two sOso had come nearest the son was as cheap as beef In
the fall eggs of birds, living and extinct.
some of the fellows had not acted ro
Excursion cars
correct number were awarded prizes. the choicest cuts eelling for
then
mean
by
saying
that
you were through to Los Angeles
121
/
2 rents
like.fools with Miss Stralen. But of
and San
The refreshments were helled corn. a pound, while wild turkeys
going to appear in a new 'usher'
Fransisco as follows: Via
An Exceptional Occupation.
could la
hard to avoid. Percy
was
courso
that
New Or'
served in bowls with Jersey (Teem sad had for 75 &Ada etach when
"If
you
happen
to
be
Mita,"
site
loans and the Southern
A Parisian actor who formerly made felt conscious that he acted rather thin
tame turRoutes
eveugar; hot corn muffins, with • alaple keys no larger sold for
answere
d,
rather snappishly, "I can't ery Friday
a dollar. Plrant a good income in his profession is
from Chicago; every Tues
now way himself. It was a little lock of give you eyes."
syrup; popcorn, doughnuts and coffee or wild geese were
hard to get rid of, earning his living as a cab
day from Cincinneti and
driver. He that yellow hair that had got astray
Louisvil
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; it's via Omaha
as no one liked their meat. There has taken this
and the Scenic Route
alms to spite his dl sod curled itself across Miss Stralen's
le 4
the
Jacket
same
you
always
wear,
A hostess who wiehed for some- was little fishing, not nearly so good vorced wife. Wherever he
anti
erv
Wednesday from Chicag
owent she heat lashed cheek that made him feel the same skirt."
o.'
thing new in the way of place cards as now, and the fish were nearly all pet a lien on his salary. The
I
Idiotic.
particul
Full
arly
Particu
lars cencerreing all of
actor
"Oh, don't bother. I've pot my the
for the six guests whom' she had perch or (fat. The fine herd of 200 fcund that the only occupation
But she let him tit.ri the fudge.
above can be had of agents
in
of
head
hair
of
done
up
differen
deer
tly,
in
and
Uncle
rye irot the Illinois
asked to lunch with her, rievised this
Joe Lewis' deer watch his wife was helpless against
And once sae taro- set at him sideCentral and Connecting
mow
hat.
I
a
don't
want
to
clever scheme. She set about illustrat- park came from a pair be caught in h:m out cab 'driving, because
talk
about
ways
lines
with a little ,mile that-!
or by addressing
be drew
either of the
ing each girl's especial fad or IndivId- the early days and pegged up in a no wages wad had to nay for the
Ail the way borne that night Peaty it. If you take no interestyin niy•Ip• undersigned.
hire
pasture
peare.nc
lot
there's
e,
aothing more to be I Jos.
-Anthony Republican.
nallsia by pictures, which she mountof the cab. He says he is making a thought of that little smile, and the*
saki. What do you think about Chess j F. Biggs, b. P. A., Cincinnati.
ed and marked with the date, but no
good living and is quite happy.
of the curl of yellow hair, and he te't said,
W. -Harlow, 'D. P.
now r
Congo
A., Louisname.
Salt
Marshes.
•
the peculiar pulse acceflerstioh again.
Ville.
The
rest
Along the contral part of the Congo
of
Getting His Shape.
his
'One girl had a Whim) of sitting
Intervi
ew
wilb
Odd in• Percy, wasn't it? the couldn't
John A. Scotto/s.
Amps,. was far from Meanest. pui
Molly-I hear your brother is wear sleep for
nirkish fashion on the floor, and an river there are "ti number of salt
G. P. A.. Men
thinking of those Shines.
phis.
marshes
Lag
corsets,
.The
.
now?
-ectisement was foetid to suit the;
Afficans dig shallow
And they were married within ale his coinetio review of the novel by bet
namesake was/educed to two thief on
Cbolly-Oh, yes, he's trying to get months, Percy
eto perfectton. The golf girl was holes in these, whence issue streams
A. H. HANSON,
and Mind Stralen• Percy
P. T. M.. 4
,
the stibject of Wardour street nibelan the beating eiri: the eques- of hot water which, on being stage In shape for the winter afternooa teas. didn't want to
Chicago.
watt that losg.--Cht.
-Yonkers Statesman,
I blab. -And he was sUll conscientious.
sr nay was soon plorlded for, es Was 'mated, leaves a resitluh of salt.
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AS IT REALLY is: I

IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.

Ter!'

AWAKENED BY THE KAISER

Boasting.
"Didn't Bragiey ',peak at the m:atIng?"
"Yes, and he gave a good accoun
t of
himself."
"Why, I heard he was very
tire;ome."
"Of course. What else would you
expect an account of himself to be?"
Philadelphia Press.

Oft

Heroism.
I "This little tale of mine," said
Woodby filter, "is founded upon fact."
"Yes," :eplied Crittick, "it's verr phones zso at residenc. Office hcure
evident that you are the hero of it7 to 9 a. m.; ito 3 p. m., 7 to
g p. in,
you and no other."
•
"Why do you say that?"
TRUEHEART
"I observe that you have the
courage
to sign your name to it."-Phila
delphia
Both phnne 888 at the office, both
Press.

Dr. B. B. Griffith

True Tale of an Blveryday Incident Emperor William's Descent 17'2oer a
I
. The tall, slim, cadaverous-looking
Which Had Romantic FurSubject Whose Hearing
an with the hectic flush and the slight
Was Poor.
nishingts.
cough, the long hair and the black, and
somewhat seedy clothing, walked heelDuring the last maneuvers of the
The girl sat in the last seat of the
tatingly into the mensal ng editor's Saila firet open car of the season, looking German army the kaiser rose one
Ituia.
I back at the long vista of the street morning at daybreak in order to get
' The humorous sheets call It "sante they were fast leaving behind them. a general impression of the disposition
tun," anyhow, and they ought to know. Her hands were full of impedimenta, of his troops. So, followed by his enelte a straight matter of tact, however, though that word is perhaps more cor- tire staff, tie made tor a distant hill
Locating the Strong Arm.
On Second Thought
the managing editor'. den is unually • rectly applied to articles nearer the that cc remanded an extensive view, rePatience-Is she observing?
"So you have decided not to apply your
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
'MOM exposed to all the winds of heaven, feet. But a purse, a handkerchief
Patrice-Oh, very; why, when
, s late. the London Chronicle. Thera millions to the establishment of librashe
tit,to speak, to which all hands,fore and letter and several small parcels do was a village on the till, aed the clat- ries?"
eio
.)
meets a man she always does something
(Homeopathist)
resort when they've no other place Impede one's progress, especially I] tering of the horses' boots on the
to find out whether he Is right or left..
.
I
"Yes," answered Mr. DusUn
cobStu;
go, and wherein they sit upon the one be a pretty maid with a pride in bles brought most of the inhabit
Office. 306 Broadway-Phone ISO.
ants "the chances are that if I did a lot of peo- handed.
sedge of the managing editor's desk, one's long, much beruffied skirts, res to their windows. The one person ple would
"What
for?"
go
to
Residence, 819 Broadway.
them and read books
rwles he's trying to arrange a make-up 'Wes the Chicago Record-Herald.
who slept through the din was a deal about the
"So she'll know which side of him to
danger
of
concen
trated
Phone i4g.
ea/koala, and breathe their hot breath
Her parasol-the first of the season, old chemist, whose fiat-roofed resi- Wealth."
sit on."-Yonkers Statesman.
-Washington Star.'
impels his hair and tell him the troubled, ,too-she placed beside her. She must dence was perched right on the
sumkVichisitudinous stories a their lives.
have been thinking deep thoughts, for mit. The roof was the very place
It's a Fact.
Mnemonics.
for
le The managing editor looked up sal- It was with it start that she signalee the emperor. So be called
J. C. Flournoy
"It doesn't make any difference if
Cecil Reed
"How is the new memory system you
a halt, and
a
iabiy at the apparition of the cadaverous- the condu,ctor to stop the car-s stars one of his staff was sent
woman is six feet high and weighs 357
to claim ad- are studying?"
looking man. It is true that =teasing that showed she had almost forgetter mission. The office*
"It's like all the rest," said the man pounds," said the home-grown philosoknocked and
feditors are invariably portrayed with her destination.
knocked, but in vain. At the third on- who struggles to improve his mind. pher.
'Wavy scowls upon their countenance'
She alighted hurriedly.
"Well?"
The au slaught, however, steps were heard "It Vile on Vie tb,orytkstltls easier to
And with their hands reaching for 'rid- started. Then a Mae flutter of
"Sooner or later some man will come
Um descending the stairs, and the voice of reinember a whole lal cif thliiipt You are
gem-looking paste pots and scissors and burdened hands, a gasp that was
al- the oh& chemist demanded: "What silly not interested in than one that you are." along who's willing to call her "MU* Rooms to, it and Is. Columbia Bldg.
Atbar throwable impedinteuta. But It most audible, and an agonised con
girl.'"-Chicago Sun.
fool is that?" The staff contained its -Washington Star.
doesn't matter how they are invariably traction of the pretty brows
PADUCAH, ICY.
told thr laughter, for the emperor bed heard
portrayed, so long as the facts are nar- man who ha9 sat beside her
BEST WAY TO LOOK AT IT,
THE PROFESSOR'S DREA3L.
that she But without showing any sign of anrated. $
had forgotten something besides Liu noyance his majesty uttered the one
The Itemising editor looked up with destination.
word, "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
a aturtdroull smite. The man with the
He was a man who thought quickly demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
hectic lush gave a slight cough. He In an instant he had seen,
gibed, ant Hohensollern!" thundered the emper
did not bestow the cough upon anybody held aloft her parasol.
She noddes or. The shiveriag chemist, covered
In particular, but he gaveit
vigorously, motioning him to throw t with confusion, flung
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, rse
open the door,
Then he reached into the breast pocket to her. It was all done
quickly, bu doubtless expecting the German equivseedyof his
looking coat an'a produced the car, pitiless as time, was
movies alent to Siberia, but the emperor
Nort hFilth, Both Phone sm.
a roll of manuscript.
steadAY, relentlessly away from her strode past him without even giving
"I have here, Mr. Clomforms," ha The space between It &nu
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 11591
ter was con him a look. When he was leaving
said, in•sepulchral tone, "a poem upon stanity increasing.
howeve
r,
he
called
the
man to his
aotumn which I beg leave to submit to
The man hesitated. I It was such a horse's head
and placed in his hand
lyler censideration."
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chit the largest
coin which bears the imThe managing editor-1.4 to
perial likeness. -There!" he said
,, Now, just wait a minute.
She was following the car at a little "accep
A
t this portrait of a silly tool!"
If the writer of this absolutely vera- dog trot, -but it was leaving
her far
r.lous story were to yield to the tempts,- behind. It had almost
Architect and Superintendent.
reacheg the "
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Lion to depart from the facts, and to next corner.
40z Fraternity Building.
folk w in the beaten path of the profesThe man waved the parasol at the
Men Who Are Selected to Do the
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone sa.
sional laugh-provokers, he would, in conductor. The car
stopped. Every
Shooting Are More or Less
order to attempt to make a little hit one watched while
he ran to the corPrehistoric Beast--No, I'm not going
Drather Sitdown-What's de matter Padu
Affected,
for himself go on to narratecah,7
Kenkicky.
net, carefully placed the fluffy, forgotto eat you up, but the next time you cat- wit' yet patent leathers, Easy?
managi
How
editor'
the
ng
sudface
s
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
•
alogue
Easy Walker-I guess de patent's exe
me with the dinosaurs, I see
The ceremony of disposing of a conslily assumed an expressive of the most back to the car.
pired.-Chicago Daily News,
demned spy in the English army always your finish.-N. Y. Sun.
appalling ferocity.
i
The girl waved her hand hi grateful
* How. threeti
follows a definite precedent, says the
E.H. PURYEAR,
na forth_his foot, the reeognition. He waved his
Still Looking.
Thiy
In-nun- New York Herald. The unfortunate
managing editor stepped upon a spring elation, perhap
I
saw
men
excitedly searching the skyAll kinds of winds and weather
s.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
man is surrounded by a detachment of
VrhIcla hurled the cadaverous-looking
A more frantic concourse I never
And dark and shiny days
As she reached the parasol a hand infantr
had
y,
and,
seen,
after
provid
is
he
Are
Rooms
ed
poet out of the door and down the ele- some young
jumbled up together
5 and 6 Register Building,
negro stooped to pick it a pick and shovel, he is marche with
I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
And bare and blossomed ways
d off to
523 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
vator abaft, with much low-comedy up and
courteously handed it to her a selected spot and
Is
all
this
commot
Are
ion,
stretch
sir
ed out for our knowing
-what does It
ordered to dig his
breaking of glass and other "business" as she
New Phone 49o.
mean?"
But skies are always blue
exclaimed: "It is mine, thank own grave. This done,
the tools are
of that description.
"We're looking for," sald be.
For him who sings a-going
you."
with tremu- SPECIAL TIES:
taken
from him and his eyes are banlous sigh,
And hollers: -Whoop-de-door"
Or he would exhibit the frenzied &enBut be was not •fairy prince-they daged. The
Abstracting of 'Mies,
"A woman who kindled her fire with ben-Houston Post.
attending chaplain reads
siles editor in the act of leaping over' are always
zine.Insurance, Corporation and
blond and blue-eyed, with portions selected from the burial
its desk and grabbing hold of the man golden hair.
serv-Judge,
Al ' the man who should foe and from the ranks of the
Real Relate Law.
Not Exactly.
with the sepulchral voice, pounding his have
escort 11
received the tribute of her smiles men are selecte
Strang
er
6111.
1: ‘
On Outsomehurst)-I am
d at random by the ofunfortunate head against the wall *vitt, was
Horse Sense.
leaving her far behind.
ficer in charge. These men, having trying to find the railway station. Is
.AZIOab.
oufileient force to make large indents"Pop."
For this, you see, is • true
this
the
way?
story. stacked their own rifles, are led to where
glens therein, and finally hurling him to And
"Yes, my son."
ISP
so they did not marry and live 12 other rifles
Resident-Not if you want to get
are awaiting them,six of
the floor and stamping upon him with happy. ever
"What is horse sense?"
there
after.
in
time
for
Perhap
the
s
only
train that
he was which are loaded with blank cartridges.
-DENTISTbob-nailed brogans.
"Horse sense, my boy, is shown
inarriid already and his dinner
walk a good when the animal turns
was One of these fs handed to each man, No stops. You'll have
Or be would show the managing editor welting for
Trucha
rt
his
nose
the
deal faster than that.-Chicao Trite
him. At any rate, be saved thE no one knows whether
In the act of summoning four huge ex- his
the rifle he
other way as a gasoline machine passes
carfare.
tele.
bolds contains a bullet or not and none
movers of pianos, who would promptly
on the road."-Yonkers Statesman.
can say for certain that the shot fired by
girt:weed to cave in each and every slat CONTRACT
OLIVER, OLIVER & WGREGOR.
Her Unseemly Perversity.
WITH A SULTAN him killed the prisoner. The firing parDelayed Haircut.
In the frame of the wretched victim of
Mrs.
Hunks
-I
wish
you wouldn't be
ty then marches to an appointed posiDamocles saw the sword suspended w
Ike poetic fever.
How an American Woman
so positive. There are two sides to a hair.
Pat tion.
The commands "Present!"
Or, finally, he would eau** words ad
Through a Five-Million-Dol'Fire!" are given and almost before every question.
"I would have given a million dollars
the most galling, shriveling sarcasm to
Old Hunks (with a roar)-Well., for that once,"
lar DeaL
the last word rings out the volley is
msue from the curled lips of the manhe observed; "you see OFFICES Benton. Ky., rear beak
that's
no
reason
why
you
should
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
al- my mother made me wear long curls." '
*red and the spy falls into the grave
sting editor &sent all imbeciles of antsThe story of an interview
that once ho has dug. Nearly every man is more ways be on the wrong side!-Chicago
Then indeed tle king perceived it had
taur poets, the effect of which would he took
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
place between Mrs. Reader sari or less
Tributie.
no terrors for hine-N. Y. Sun.
to cause the cadaverous-looking verse- the
affected on being *elected to
New Phone t14.
Old Phone sos.
/wham of Johore, India. 'is thus
re- form one at the firing party and many
maker to make for the nearest stairway
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins
Inconsistency.
A Great Deficiency.
in men have been known to faint away on
at a lope.
The Maid-They're always talking
Everybody's:
"What makes you so skeptical about
being singled out, while others are so
But the writer is not yielding to any
about making football, a more open the airship?"
"She named her conditions; the overcome as to
taptations whatsoverer. lie is finbe warmly able to pull game, and
right to issue $6,000,00o worth of
yet"Because there's nothing that can be
agling In the promote work of setting
six the triggers of their rifles.
The Man-Yes?
per cent. bonds; 110.000 acres of
devised in the way of an aerial ambuthe facts of occurrences not as
land
The Maid-And yet they keep on lance and repair wagon
Residence.
off in real, everyday life, and extending along the 130 miles of
that is any
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
having those horrid secret signals.- more reliable than
track;
tin
mines
-but
here
royalty deKightla and Jackson Streets.
the original -ve.a•
net as they occur In the pages of the
cle."-Washington Star.
sereemfully funny sheets that are ex- murred a latle; he thought he would Does Not Perform Deeds of Valor, Puck. .
Telephone 270.
keep all the tin mines. For the first
uded tram the color presses.
But His Services Are
Uncons
ciousn
ess.
time
the
Not
Rich.
young
contractor slipped into
ThereforeInvaluable.
"She's the must unconscious girl 1
'I undc-etand that Miss Pert told you
"Ah." observed the managing editor feminine processes of reasoning and
ever saw."
wag
I
set
s''
aside
for
a
the,ca
davero
momen
to
us-looking man, cordialt the urgent
Some idea of the "general
"Well, why shouldn't she be? She'e
DR. ROST. J. RIVERS
"Nothing of the kind."
ly motioning him to • seat. "That's business-full enthusiasm of the pro eervices of the army engineer may be
pretty and knows it; she's clever and
"Why, I understand she did."
12o NORTH FIFTH STREET
good. We've been a little sty oa sea- nooter for the display of the human gained from the following remarks
knows it, and she's good and knows it.
"Well, you were mistaken; she said
sonable verse lately, and I'm glad that girl who sees her pet project in dan- made.bi Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch,
of What has she to be conscious of?"- you had more money than brains.
Both Phones 355
ger of failure.
"you've got something for us."
the Russian/tinny, as reported by RichOffice hours 8 to re, a. in., i to 3
Puck,
Houston Post.
"'But you are so rich, you know ard Henry Little, war corres
The cadaverous-looking man, wto
pondent In
p. M. and 7 to 9 p. m.
h peard to be not only a producer of you dee't need all those mines,' she the far east in his article "'Loaflu'
Boarding House Wit.
Obliging.
nt and elegant verse, but a well- argued, 'and we do!'
Pound' with the Engineers" in the
"We raised liptl last night," boasted
"How long does it take to empty this
wn operator in.real estate, and
"The sultan conceded the mines. Technical World Magazine.
the
would-be-devilish boarder, "and hall?" asked_the lecturer, looking about
h 2471,000 at the very lowest esti- From an oriental point of view tho
"We have not done the things which
the nigh' I.:lore we raised Cain."
the auditorium.
mate, and a man who stood extremely !xperience was perhaps cheap at tho bring to one the St. George cross or
even
"You
bell vs in a diversification ol
"I don't know exactly." replied the
well with everybody connected with the ;rice, fie ettneetled the $5,000Selo the Stanislaus and puts our names in
crops, eh!** observed the humorous janitor; "but if you wish, when you benewspaper, upstales and down-the ca- worth , of bonds. the 120,000 acres
the
paper
and brings the message from boarder, with
of
a loud guffaw.-Chicago gin lecturing I'll time 'em."-Yonkers St. Louis and Tennessee River Peckdaverous-looking
man sat down, land. .At the end of their three hours' his majesty," said the little captain, as
Statesman.
et company-the cheapest and beef
coasted slightly)in the bowl of his hat, talk Vila Rawls had in her possession he came back to me black with powder Sun.
.
excursion out of Paducah.
and twiddled his thumbs in an easy sort a $5.000.000 contract to build a rail- "We have not charged the enemy
or
Got Back at Him.
An Empty Assurance.'
of way. "Urn," murmured the manag- road across the state of Johore, and
captur
ed
many
gnus
or
saved
the posiits
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, "did you
Algernon--1 heah that you and Clawing editor, as he ran over the manuscript ruler, had secured on fair' terms
a tion. We have but made a road over the bear dat stump speak(r say de world rence had an altabcation lawst night,
of the poem on autumn, "some tender means to wealth and civilization, the mountain. That is an. Yet five
men, owes us a thin'?"
and he called youh evabything.
and touching sentiment In this, I per- need of which could no longer be
ig- they are dead; six are wounded. We
Percival-Yaws; but I got even with
"Yes. But deceit no harder job on
ceive--'mouraful breeze and swirling nored. She had come to him
have
not fought a battle, yet still, it was earth dan collectin'
at the
him, deah boy. I called him nothing,
bad
debts."
-Wash
leaves'-'russet brown through all the psychological moment, when
the con- not the child's play, and some day when ington Post.
doncher know,-Chicago Daily News.
iown'-'cold gray skies and autumn tract was ripe for giving;
she -had the grand battle it it raging, and they,
eloths'-'the last sweet rose and the gar- shown herself clear-headed
and reso- the Japanese. are pressing hard down
The Truth.
Here Trifle.
len hose•-um!-charming We'll just lute master of the facts
She-Some say you married are
and frankly that valley over there, and it Is wanted
-vatic is alimony, mamma?" asked It
run this in large double column form is open in her statem
to
save
is a trip of pleasure, comfort
the day that many troops and my money, and some say you
ents; she had demarried the little boy of his grass-widow and
script type, on the first page of the sup- manded much, knowing
many
gong
rest;
be
good service, g
pushed
to
that
position me for my looks! now tell me truth- mothes.
the value of
table,
plement section, Mr. Snagrhyme, and what she gave, but
there had been nv over there at the bead of the valley, then fully, what did you marry me for?
"Alimony, my son, is the pin money gocd rooms, etc. Boats
ni each
mighty
this
glad
rift
road 'we have bnilded will save the
you brought it along to sign of sharpness, of trying to steal an
He-I'll be blest if I know.-Yonkers • woman gets after she leaves her
ne-we were in need of just that feature advantage. No doubt
Wednesday and Saturday
to one accus- day benause it is the straight line and Statesman.
husband."-Yonkers Statesman.
5 p. m.
will be wide and smooth. What say
at this time. By the way, how is that tomed to be approached
For
other information apply to Jas.
you,
by
indirec
t my
little deal of yours In 'Teenth street methods, by gifts
friend?"
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
The Difference.
and flatteries, there
A Tight Squeeze.
extended making out? Getting money was a wholes
Smowch-Isn't that a Beethoven so- Brown, agent.
Madge-And did he break the ice last
ome convincingness to
In bunches, eh? Ah, a clever little lot- this novel experi
Domestic Revolution la India.
nata which that young lady is play.
night?
ence, a welcome
estling scheme, that, Mr. Snagrhyme- promise of good
Within a few weeks a son of
Maud-Break the Ice? Why,I thought leg?
faith. At all events
Keshu
b
tory move irom the beginning!"
Cpunder Sea, the famoue organizer
Growch-It would be If some one else
he accepted freely and wholly."
of at or.e time that he was going to break
Then the cadaverous-looking man
the
Brahmo Somia of India, has mar- every one of my libel-Yonkers Stater- played it.-Cleveland Lender.
-'riled a slow, crafty smile, asked the
ried the widowed daughter of a
Impressive Sermon.
rajah. man.
iransglag editor it he could spare aeonWife (returning from church to bet That is an extraordinary
His PrIde.
rebelli
on
pie of reteutte to run down to the street husband, who had stayed at home)- against en ancient
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
"Percy is proud of the fact that he
Not rare.
rule in India, and
level to Pe If they couldn't find
"Did you ever contribute tot a cam- wears boy's size gloves and skoes.”
eome- You should have'heard Dr. DOe's set- the beginning of a domestic revolution
thing moist someteliere or another,and, mon this morning, my dear. I don't which hag the support of
TELEPHONES
"He also wears infants' size bats,
many ad- paign fund?"
,apon the managing editor courteously know when anything has made
"Not consciously, but I have paid but I don't suppose he is proud of
mulls vanced Ifindooe who do not themselves
declining upon the ground of pressure a profound impression on me. I think dare to more than
Reeidsince
Mee egg
speak in its favor. pre:alums on a life insurance policy." that "-Houston Post
I
work,
rred took his departure.
It will make a better woman of me as
--Washington Star.
•above is the way the oesurreneo long as I live.
Seems Reasonable.
One on the Poet.
"Why do they call it'Sunny Italy?'"
No Contribution.
Husband-Did you walk lieme?
Office Boy--There are two men out
The nar▪ rative may not-in fact,It doss
"Perhaps beerier,. such a large properBill-Did Phil contribute to the even.
Wife-0, no; I took a ear, and, do there, slr.s who want to see you;
one
pot-coutona to the rules and multi- you know, John, the conduc
Uon of the population is occupied in disCITY ATTORNEY
tor never of them is a poet and the other a deaf tog's entertainment?
ple set up by the tunny persons of the asked me for my fare, and so
Jill-No, he went in on•free pass.- penning shInes."-Chicago Sun
I saved Man.
geethyositarian age and strictly iehera
Wainet I lucky?-8trer
Editor-Well, go out and tell the Yonkers Statesman.
Attorney-at-Lawd a nickel.
Charity's 17.u.al Stunt.
le by the vast majority ofProfessional Stories.
poet that the deaf man is the editor."Our
society
,
just
gave away 2,00$ Rams- 13 and 14 Columbia Building.
Marked.
getskillillWblaals' ever sines.
Tit-Bits
°Tinton-Young Mannerly is a pairs of stockings."
Put *at can't be helped.-WasolosThe Thtth.
Old Phone tog.
"Alz, charity covers a multitude of
The Editor---Whit have you written
mark.
dee Star.
Where His Advantage Lay.
shtnal"-Chicago Sun.
about the death of that bright young
Maude'
Father
s
-Yes;
I
toed
It
Wit
First Man-How do you do?
ilea& 'Mag.
Jenkins?
Second Man -Beg pardon, but you night.--Judge.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
A Cinch.
Heyie-My knebead has anew
The Irish Reporter-Something nate have
the advantage of me.
"Why do you believe theirs will be an
The Distinction.
IM*Sehisyter a rainy day.
sir, wthilin' up with these words: "Hi
First Man-Yes. I guess I have. We
Katcher-What's the 411lerence bee excepUotially happy marriage?"
Peelw--;I'll bet Itli my Wee loaves a brilliant future behind him."
Attorney-at-Law,
were engaged to the same girl, but you tween golf and shinny?
'They are both orphans."-Houstoo
ei,• —
married her.-Pittsharg Diegeltek..
Socket--Yourclothes.-N. y,"Me
Room No. s, Colombia Building.
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A GUARANTEE
Is attached to etereset
Prescription
which
leaves sets store, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe
tor; and that
filled in .redrty
stance by a,

a eld, are visiting their daughter,
Ars. Jessie Paschall.
, Airs. Charles ,Burch and daughter,
IVIStreie, and Muss Elvira Chambers
returned yesterday from spending
Swishy at I:lily-wills.
, Rey. T. J. Newell has returned
ffettv Jackscie. Tenn., and Clinton,
Ky,
14iptt. Sames1 J. Billington of the
county pub44.e sehooli Sunday nes
Owned from .Frankfort where he had
been several Says with Ssther educators of the
ate, in the interest of
the state noonsilI college bill to be
introduLd in' the legislature. It will
'Wing sieedied and ienportant reforms
to the eclucatiatial deartments over
the commons...salt/h.

it should, and is not addressing, ittelf
to the,,Apiritual things and those
whieh can help men so live bitter,
but is pandering to the call of entertainment and amusenvent which is
being sounded from the pew. The
situation is growing in difficulty, and
is well worthy of the attention of
Christians."
WOULD

BUY

500,000

HOMES.

Enormous Sums
Expended
For
Liquor in Last Year According
to Statistics.

quite a number, and as they are being called for right along a price
has to Ole Steed in order that the
clerk and sexton will know what
charge to make the purchasers. It
is only a matter of a year or two
until every lot will be 'old and then
burials will have to take place in
the new boryi vg ground two miles
woo of the pr -sent cemetery.

For Vaults, Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work .Use

GREEN RIVER
, STONE ''

MAIN

THE BEST STONE ON THE
for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHE 11VHITE UPON EXPOS. •
FRE AND THEN RETAINS II'S WHITENESS;'does not be.
w come dark and discolored.
: : LET ME TELL YOU IIII0FLE ABOUT IT :

Vanite & Stone Works,11\
OPULAR WANTS John S.PorteousleapMarble,
ntrolioie

SOLE AGENT,
ST., PADUCAH, KY.
•
According to figures furnished by
FOR RENT-Six-room cottage,
the government bureau of statistics,
there are consumed in the United No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at RegStates in dile gear about, 40,000,000 ister office.
barrels of be, 98,000,0ssco *mittens of
FOR RENT-Roont, either furnproof spirits and 30,5oo,000 gallons of
ished
or unfurnished, at The Inn on
wine.
WITH
A • LIFE
These drinkables, sold at retail, North Seventh street; a most desiraTIME
EXPERItalkie out of the pockets 'of consumers ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
ENCE.
SEVERAL
INCHES
COVER in a single twelvemonth* -*be SUIXb of Brooks.
$1 454,11058- ft-'is ILIP*0 dile of
'THE GROUND AS RESULT
ASK.THE DOCTOFS
FOR RENT-One furnished room THE THREE LATEST GAS LA
money, and one is'teentssted to con•
'e 7 VISIT.
. THEY SAVE GAS BILLSsider what-It could- accomplish if it at Eagles' Home, Sixth and Bioad- THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. 0
DISPLAY AT OUR
MOW
were put to really treekespurpoees, way. Apply at secretary's office in ROOMS.
DRUG E.) TURE
building.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEAER, IS A WONDERit Was Very Coll Last Night, the instead of being practically thrown
away.
Themorneter at 2 O'clock This
It would provide 500,000 families, FOR RENT-,Five-rooni cottage,
Tuesday Morning, Feb. 6, 1936.
Morning Stood at 9 Degrees.
or 2,500,000 people-snore than the 219 South Fifth street. L. G. Orme•
entire population of the states of New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vernumt, DOR RENT-Unfurnished rooms
..The. heaviest snow that has visited Main, North Dakota and Montana
- for light housekeeping at 513 Norta
this section for a wagon' or two is with comfortable avoents, clothing
and Sixth street; phoiee 1502. All modSTEAM FITTING.
now resting upon the streets and provisions for twelve whole months. ern improvnments in house.
PLUMBING.
Both Phones sox. 132 South Fourth 54325 Kentucky Avenue.
--The two-months-old child . of housetops, and although disagreeable
To 9ch family it woabd give $350
James Pris, coloreS., died atsthesfam- to trudge through. the community for provisions, $8,3
WANTED-For U. S. Army:
for'clothing, $to
iIy histne in Measaniabinall. Senday swims to enjoy it, the visitation is for shoes, Sao for nevespapilm, maga- able-bodied unmarried men between
county
cerne- accompanied with an emphatic de- zines and books, $50 for-charA and ages of at and 35; citizens of
and was buried ins.rhe
*,
2 4
the
cline-'of the mercury.
The down- charitable purposes, and would build United States, of good character and
-It is reported that .Tom kolliii . fall the white flakes commenced Suit- for each family a house tossing temperate habits, who can
speak, read
colored, net beep ,arrested in Indian es, afternoon shortly after 2 o'clock $1,500, with $350 to furnish it-thus and write English. For information
territory. He i believed to tsetht
a d things were uttusually severe bestowing upon each one of the apply to Recruiting
offices, New
darky thatilled. Mate George Gus-- I- -tit yesterday morning, as the snow soo,000 families $2,380. and leaving Richmond House,
167 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Paducah, Ky.
lee, of the st45nter Clyde at Sava-- c attinued falling until early yester- a balance of $264,119,000 to erect 52.day morning, sibile a strong wind 818 churches, each costing $5,000.
nah, Tenn., Deceits& r• 14, 1934.
WANTED-Persons
.everywhers
W.
.-Yer.terday the three white saloon kept Op all the time, making it quite
s-s
to distribute samples; dm weekly.
ista over •tag,ilisksp.
ort opened , uer, severe and uncomfortable on the cotAddress
"Manager,"
Wells
street.
4
The Dress of Paris.
paying the $t,00riricense. Tlag
Chicago, 111.
FINE OLD WINEt AND WHISKIES.
The blizzard seems to be wry
gro George Carr had to close,. not
Sprang is essentially the season for
Everything
seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
being able Ptft, stan dthe 'heavy li- general the country over as from the trotteur frock, so useful for mornA
fine noonday lunch for s3 cent..
everywhere come telegraphic dis- ing wear, writes
.
ecivse.
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